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FICTION & CRIME

© Martin Bond

FICTION & CRIME

JO BROWNING WROE grew up
in a crematorium in Birmingham.
She has an MA in Creative
Writing from the University of
East Anglia and is now Creative
Writing Supervisor at Lucy
Cavendish College, Cambridge.
She has two adult daughters
and lives with her husband in
Cambridge. This is her
debut novel.

A Terrible Kindness
Jo Browning Wroe
This celebration of the power of community, love
forged in pain and the redemption that comes from
deep kindness in the face of terrible loss is the
unforgettable debut everyone will be talking about
next spring.
It is October 1966 and William Lavery is having the night of
his life. But as the evening unfolds, news hits of a landslide at
a coal mine. It has buried a school: Aberfan. William decides
he must act. It will be his first job as an embalmer, and it will
be one he never forgets. But compassion can have surprising
consequences, because – as William discovers – giving so much
to others can sometimes help us heal ourselves.
‘Extraordinary. Brilliant writing, completely fresh and unique,
moving, elegant, memorable.’ Sophie Hannah

You Made a Fool of Death
With Your Beauty
Akwaeke Emezi
A sizzling romance that will set Summer 2022 ablaze.
Feyi is about to be given the chance to escape the City’s
blistering heat for a dream island holiday: poolside cocktails,
beach sunsets, and elaborate meals. And as the sun goes down
on her old life, our heroine also might just be ready to open her
heart to someone new . . .
The only problem is, she’s falling for the one man she absolutely
can’t have.
‘Akwaeke Emezi is a tsunami of artistry. Their talent,
creativity and sharp insights create writing that carries
readers on a wave of inspiration.’ Gal-dem

AKWAEKE EMEZI (them/them)
is the author of three previous
works of fiction: Freshwater,
longlisted for the Wellcome
Prize as well as the Women’s
Prize for Fiction; Pet, a National
Book Award finalist; and the
New York Times bestseller
The Death of Vivek Oji. Dear
Senthuran, their memoir, was
published in summer 2021, and
they were named a member of
TIME’s next generation
of leaders.

‘I LOVE IT! utterly and completely brilliant.’ Joanna Cannon
20/01/2022

02/06/2022

9780571368297 | HB | £14.99 | 400pp

9780571372669 | HB | £14.99 | 256pp

Ebook | 9780571368327

Ebook | 9780571372690
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© Emily Tirella.

© Iggy London

FICTION & CRIME

PETER SWANSON’s novels
include The Kind Worth Killing,
a Richard and Judy pick and
the iBooks thriller of the year
in 2015, the 2020 Richard and
Judy pick, Rules for Perfect
Murders, and most recently
Every Vow You Break. He lives
with his wife and cat on the
North Shore of Massachusetts

Nine Lives
Peter Swanson

Your Show
Ashley Hickson-Lovence

The master of suspense is back – with a chilling and
cunning puzzle of a novel.

‘Here is something entirely new, and brilliant: a novelas-biography of the Premier League’s first black
referee . . . It will linger with you long after you finish.’
Andrew McMillan

The envelope is unremarkable. There is no return address. It
contains a single, folded sheet of white paper.
The envelope drops through the mail slot like any other piece of
post. But for the nine complete strangers who receive one – each
of them recognising only their own name on the enclosed list –
it will be the most life-altering letter they ever get. It could also
be the last, as, one by one, they start to meet their end.
But why?
‘Swanson rips us from one startling plot twist to the next.’
Lisa Gardner

‘It’s a double celebration tonight, not that many will care about your
special role. You carry the weight of the occasion on your shoulders,
take it in your stride. You’ve worked hard to get here, earned these
palpitations . . .’
From Jamaica to Sheﬃeld, and all the way to the highest level of
our national game, Your Show is a revelatory novel – a dazzling
and essential fictional portrait of Uriah Rennie’s pioneering
eﬀorts to make it to the top and stay there as an ambitious Black
man, amidst the intense scrutiny of the British public and the
emerging world of social media.
‘A novel rich in both poetry and detail, which documents the
relentless determination of one man to defy the prejudices
of others and to make his dreams real.’
David Peace

03/03/2022
9780571358557 | HB | £12.99 | 320pp

The author of The 392 (Own
It!, 2019), ASHLEY HICKSONLOVENCE grew up in London.
He has worked as a secondary
school teacher and is currently
completing a PhD in Creative
Writing at the University of
East Anglia.

Ebook | 9780571358595

07/04/2022
9780571366798 | HB | £14.99 | 304pp
Ebook | 9780571366811
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© Deborah Copaken Kogan

FICTION & CRIME

ALAFAIR BURKE is the
New York Times bestselling
author of fourteen novels
including The Better Sister,
The Wife and The Ex, which
was nominated for the Edgar
Award for best novel. She also
co-authored the bestselling
Under Suspicion series with
the late Mary Higgins Clark. A
former prosecutor, she now
teaches criminal law and lives in
Manhattan and East Hampton.

The Girl She Was
Alafair Burke

We Know You Remember
Tove Alsterdal

The past refuses to be forgotten in this page-turning
new thriller from the author of The Wife.

Everyone in Ådalen remembers the summer Lina
Stavred went missing.

She calls herself Hope Miller, but she has no idea who she
really is. Fourteen years ago, she was found thrown from an
overturned vehicle, with no clue to her identity. Hope started a
new life but never recovered her memory.

The investigation tore their community apart and only ended
when Olof Hagström, just fourteen, confessed to her murder.
Now, twenty years later, Olof is back and the town must once
again face the spectre of his crime.

Now she’s missing. With nowhere else to turn, Hope’s best
friend, Lindsay Kelly, calls NYPD detective Ellie Hatcher. In
pursuit of answers, three women search for the truth beneath
long-buried secrets. And when their searches converge, what
they find will upend everything they’ve ever known.

We Know You Remember marks the arrival of Swedish crime
sensation Tove Alsterdal. Immerse yourself in the long summer
days of this claustrophobic community as detective Eira Sjödin
takes on a case guaranteed to keep you guessing to the end.

TOVE ALSTERDAL is one of
Sweden’s most renowned
suspense writers. She has
written five critically acclaimed
stand-alone thrillers and has
won literary prizes in Sweden
and France. In the fall of 2020,
her latest book We Know You
Remember was named Best
Swedish Crime Novel
of the Year.

‘I absolutely love Alafair Burke – she’s one of my favourite
authors.’ Karin Slaughter

13/01/2022

03/02/2022

9780571345595 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp

9780571368907 | HB | £12.99 | 368pp

Ebook | 9780571345601

Ebook | 9780571368945
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PAJTIM STATOVCI was born
in Kosovo to Albanian parents
in 1990. His family fled the
Yugoslav wars and moved to
Finland when he was two years
old. His first book, My Cat
Yugoslavia, won the Helsingin
Sanomat Literature Prize for
best debut novel; his second
novel, Crossing, was a finalist for
the National Book Award; and
Bolla was awarded Finland’s
highest literary honor, The
Finlandia Prize. In 2018, he
received the Helsinki Writer of
the Year Award.
www.pajtimstatovci.com

Bolla
Pajtim Statovci

The Colony
Audrey Magee

The internationally award-winning novel of passion,
war, migration – and a forbidden attraction between
two men.

This Women’s Prize-shortlisted author blends the
clarity of Colm Tóibín’s prose with the emotional truth
of Anne Enright in her latest novel – a masterclass in
belonging and loss.

It is April, 1995. Kosovo is a country on the cusp of a dreadful
war. Arsim is twenty-two, newly married, cautious – an
Albanian trying to keep his head down and finish his studies in
an atmosphere of creeping threat. Until he encounters Milos, a
Serb, and begins a life in secret.
Bolla is the story of what happens when passion and history
collide – when a relationship, already forbidden and laced with
danger, is ripped apart by war and migration, separated by
nations and fate.
What happens when you are forced to live a life that is not
yours, so far from your desires?
Can the human remain?

03/02/2022
9780571361335 | HB | £14.99 | 240pp

AUDREY MAGEE’s debut novel,
The Undertaking, was published
in 2014 and was shortlisted for
the Women’s Prize for Fiction.
She lives in Wicklow with her
husband and three daughters.

Two men arrive to document an island. Both will strive to
encapsulate the truth of this place – one in his paintings, the
other with his faithful rendition of its speech, the language he
hopes to preserve.
But the people who live here on this rock – three miles wide
and half-a-mile long – have their own views on what is being
recorded, what is being taken and what is given in return. Over
the summer each of the women and men in the household these
visitors join is forced to question what they value and what they
desire. At the end of the summer, as the two men head home,
there will be a reckoning.
‘Magee’s writing is fast-moving, with a great visual sense,
and conversations so believable that you can almost hear
them.’ Sunday Times (on The Undertaking)

Ebook | 9780571361359

03/02/2022
9780571367597 | HB | £14.99 | 256pp
Ebook | 9780571367627
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© Estate of Kay Dick

© Gwendolyn Brooks Resource Library

FABER – EDITIONS

KAY DICK (1915-2001)
was a novelist, writer and
editor. She worked at Foyles
before becoming the first
female director of an English
publishing house, giving
edits on Animal Farm. As
well as writing seven prizewinning novels, she reviewed
widely, edited The Windmill
and campaigned for Public
Lending Right. She lived with
her partner, Kathleen Farrell, in
Hampstead and Brighton.

They
Kay Dick

Maud Martha
Gwendolyn Brooks

The radical dystopian classic, lost for over forty years:
introduced by Carmen Maria Machado.

This forgotten novel by the Pulitzer Prize-winning poet
is a luminous chronicle of one woman’s coming-of-age.

I remembered how they began, a parody for the newspapers. No one
wrote about them now.

What, what, am I to do with all of this life?

The Sussex coast. Sunsets paint the windswept ocean; hunting
rifles crack across hillsides. But this is England through-aglass-darkly. They are coming closer. It begins with a dead
dog, shadowy footsteps, confiscated books. Then the National
Gallery is cleared, motorway checkpoints demarcate Areas,
mobs stalk the countryside. The surviving writers, artists and
thinkers gather together as cultural refugees, preserving their
crafts, creating, loving and remembering. But as ‘subversives’
are captured in military sweeps, cured of identity, desensitised in
retreats, they make it easier to forget . . .
They is a cry from the soul against censorship, a radical
celebration of non-conformity – and a warning.

03/02/2022

Maud Martha Brown is a little girl ‘the colour of cocoa straight’
growing up on Chicago’s South Side. Amidst the crumbling
taverns and overgrown yards, she dreams: of New York,
romance, her future. She admires dandelions, falls in love,
decorates her kitchenette, buys hats, gives birth. But her lighterskinned husband has dreams too: of the Foxy Cats Club, other
women, war. And the ‘scraps of baﬀled hate’ – a word from a
saleswoman; the cruelty of a department store Santa Claus – are
always there . . .

GWENDOLYN BROOKS (19172000) was one of America’s
most celebrated poets and
an academic, educator and
civil rights activist based in
Chicago. In 1950, she was the
first African American person
to win the Pulitzer Prize with
her poetry collection, Annie
Allen, as well as the first to be
inducted into the American
Academy of Arts and Letters
in 1976.

Written in 1953 but never published in Britain, Maud Martha
is an extraordinary portrait of an ordinary life: one lived with
wisdom, humour, protest, rage, dignity and joy.
‘Alive, reaching, and very much of today.’ Langston Hughes
05/05/2022

‘A lost dystopian masterpiece.’ Paris Review

9780571370863 | PB | £8.99 | 128pp

9780571373253 | PB | £8.99 | 240pp

Ebook | 9780571370870

Ebook | 9780571373260
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© Leslie Unruh

© Mallory Brady Cash

FICTION & CRIME

WILEY CASH is the New York
Times best selling author of The
Last Ballad, A Land More Kind
than Home, and This Dark Road
to Mercy. He teaches in the
Mountainview Low-Residency
MFA, and lives with his wife and
two young daughters on the
coast of North Carolina.

When Ghosts Come Home
Wiley Cash
‘A searing, thunderous, heartbreaking thriller.’
Chris Whitaker, author of We Begin At The End
A sheriﬀ struggling for re-election and haunted by his past.
A mystery plane which crash-lands on his island.
A daughter returning home to hide from her troubles.
An FBI pilot sent in to help.
As the mystery of the abandoned plane and the dead body
discovered nearby stokes long-simmering racial tensions, a
moment of reckoning draws ever closer for the town of Oak
Island.
‘A fascinating, nuanced meditation on life – both the living
of it and the taking of it – in the crucible of small town
America.’ S. A. Cosby, author of Blacktop Wasteland

Seasonal Work

And Other Killer Stories

Laura Lippman
A razor-sharp collection of killer short stories from one
of America’s greatest living crime writers.
From ‘The Everyday Housewife’ to ‘The Cougar’ and ‘Tricks’
to ‘Snowflake Time’, Laura Lippman’s sharp and acerbic stories
explore the contemporary world and the female experience
through the prism of classic crime, where the stakes are always
deadly.
‘A brilliant novelist, an unflinching chronicler of life in
America right now.’ Gillian Flynn
‘Laura Lippman is a very special kind of twisted genius.’
Sarah Hilary

LAURA LIPPMAN is the winner
of numerous crime fiction
prizes, including the Edgar,
Anthony and Agatha Awards.
Sunburn (2018), her second
consecutive novel to win the
eDunnit Award at Crimefest,
was also nominated for the
CWA Gold Dagger Award and
was a Waterstones Book of the
Month. Her most recent novel
Dream Girl was published in
Summer 2021.

‘An unputdownable knock-out.’
Lauren Wilkinson, author of American Spy
03/02/2022

03/03/2022

9780571369256 | HB | £14.99 | 304pp

9780571361021 | HB | £16.99 | 336pp

Ebook | 9780571345236

Ebook | 9780571361038
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© Joseph Taussig

FICTION & CRIME

LUCY CALDWELL was born
in Belfast in 1981. She is the
award-winning author of three
previous novels, several stage
plays and radio dramas and
two collections of short stories.
She was elected a Fellow of
the Royal Society of Literature
in 2018.

These Days
Lucy Caldwell

Groundskeeping
Lee Cole

Set against the backdrop of the Belfast Blitz, a deeply
moving story of two sisters trying to survive in life
and love.

‘An extraordinary debut about the ties that bind
families together and tear them apart across
generations. Fierce, tender, and wholly unforgettable
work from a hugely gifted writer.’ Ann Patchett

April, 1941. Belfast has escaped the worst of the war – so far.
Over the next two months, it’s going to be destroyed from
above, so that people will say, in horror, My God, Belfast is
finished.
Many won’t make it through, and no one who does will remain
unchanged.
Following the lives of sisters Emma and Audrey – one engaged
to be married, the other in a secret relationship with another
woman – as they try to survive the horrors of the four nights
of bombing which were the Belfast Blitz, this is a timeless and
heart-breaking novel about living under duress, about family and
about how we try to stay true to ourselves.

03/03/2022
9780571371303 | HB | £12.99 | 290pp

Eager to clean up his act after his troubled early twenties, Owen
has returned to Kentucky to take a job as a groundskeeper at
a small college in the Appalachian foothills. There he meets
Alma, a writer who seems to have everything Owen doesn’t – a
prestigious job, an elite education, success.

LEE COLE was born and grew
up in rural Kentucky. He’s a
graduate of the Iowa Writers’
Workshop, where he was
awarded the Maytag Fellowship
and taught courses focused on
rural and Appalachian fiction.
He was recently selected as a
2020 Aspen Words Emerging
Writer Fellow. He lives in
New York.

Groundskeeping is a tender and immersive love story – a novel
about two very diﬀerent people navigating the turbulence of
an all-consuming relationship and the complications which can
threaten it.
‘Scrupulously perceptive; Groundskeeping is filled with
close observation, detailed shading. It is an absorbing love
story, but it is also an examination of class in America, and
it captures with sharp insight a moment in recent history.’
Colm Tóibín

Ebook | 9780571313587

17/03/2022
9780571371075 | HB | £14.99 | 336pp
Ebook | 9780571371099

World All Languages
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FICTION & CRIME

MIRIAM TOEWS is the
award-winning author of seven
bestselling novels, including All
My Puny Sorrows and Women
Talking, and one work of nonfiction. She lives in Toronto.

© A. Hyatt

© Carol Loewen 2013

FICTION & CRIME

Fight Night
Miriam Toews

Reward System
Jem Calder

Poignant, hilarious and deeply moving: a girl’s love
letter to the women raising her and a tribute to one
family’s fighting spirit.

Audacious fictions for a generation wondering:
‘What now?’

You are a small thing, and you must learn to fight.
Swiv has taken her grandmother’s advice too literally. Now
she’s at home, suspended from school. Mom is pregnant and
preoccupied – and so Swiv is in the older woman’s charge.
Grandma’s known the very worst that life can throw at you but
has fought for joy and independence every step of the way. Will
maths lessons based on Amish jigsaws and classes on How to
Dig a Winter Grave inspire the same fire in Swiv?
Time is running short. Grandma’s health is failing, the baby is
on the way, as a family of three extraordinary women prepare to
face life’s great changes together.
‘Miriam Toews is a genius.’ R. O. Kwon

07/04/2022

Julia has landed a fresh start at an up-and-coming city
restaurant.

JEM CALDER was born in
Cambridge and lives and
works in London. His first
two completed stories were
published in The Stinging Fly
and Granta.

‘Imagine that,’ says her mother.
‘I’m imagining.’
Her ex-boyfriend, Nick, is flirting with sobriety and nobody
else. Did you know: adults his age are more likely to live with
their parents than a romantic partner?
Life should have started to take shape by now – but instead
we’re trying on new versions of ourselves, swiping left and
right, searching for a good answer to the question: ‘What do
you do?’
Reward System is a set of ultra-contemporary and electrifyingly
fresh fictions about a generation on the cusp, enmeshed in
Zooms and lockdowns, loneliness and love.

9780571370719 | HB | £14.99 | 336pp

05/05/2022
9780571363780 | HB | £12.99 | 128pp

Ebook | 9780571370740

Ebook | 9780571363803
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© Dashiell Silva

© Julia Hedgecoe

DRAFT COVER

FICTION & CRIME

NICOLA UPSON’s debut novel,
An Expert in Murder, was
the first in a series of crime
novels whose main character is
Josephine Tey, who – along with
Agatha Christie – was one of
the masters of Britain’s Golden
Age of crime writing. She
was shortlisted for the CWA
Historical Dagger in 2018 for
Nine Lessons and longlisted in
2021 for The Dead of Winter.

Dear Little Corpses
Nicola Upson

The Con Artists
Luke Healy

What does one do when evacuation proves more
deadly than war?

A darkly comedic story of friendship, fraud and the
stories we tell about ourselves.

1 September, 1939. As the mass evacuation takes place across
Britain, thousands of children leave London for the countryside.
But when two little girls step oﬀ the train to ‘safety’ only to go
missing in less than forty-eight hours, the reality of separation
becomes more urgent and more deadly for the families they left
behind in the city.

Frank only wanted three things this year – to perform stand-up
comedy, go to therapy and to keep his house plants alive.

In the chaos and uncertainty of war, Golden Age crime author
Josephine Tey struggles with the prospect of change. As a cloud
of suspicion falls across the small Suﬀolk village she has come to
love, the conflict becomes personal, and events take a dark and
sinister turn.
Dear Little Corpses is a journey into fear as evacuated children flee
from the dangers of the Blitz to find themselves facing the terror
of abduction.

Then Giorgio got hit by a bus.
As Frank moves in with Giorgio to help him recover, he begins
to suspect that the perfect life Giorgio has been sharing online
may be nothing more than a web of lies and scams. Unable to
disentangle himself from his friend’s complicated life, has Frank
become Giorgio’s unwitting accomplice?

LUKE HEALY was born and
raised in Dublin, Ireland,
where he also received a
BA in Journalism. He has an
MFA in Cartooning from the
Centre for Cartoon Studies in
Vermont, USA. His work has
been exhibited in the Museum
of Comics and Cartoon Art in
Manhattan, and his previous
work, Americana, was a
Guardian Best Book of 2019.

‘Luke Healy is one of the finest cartoonists working today.’
James Sturm, author of Off Season
‘I love it – it’s quiet and funny and anxious, most of all it’s
dreadfully human. Really great.’ Evie Wyld

19/05/2022
02/06/2022

9780571353286 | HB | £12.99 | 320pp

9780571368761 | HB | £16.99 | 160pp

Ebook | 9780571353309
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© Caroline Maclean

FICTION & CRIME

BENJAMIN MARKOVITS is the
author of nine previous novels.
He was named a Granta Best of
Young British Novelist in 2013
and in 2015 won the James Tait
Black Memorial Prize for You
Don’t Have To Live Like This.
He lives in London and teaches
creative writing at Royal
Holloway, University of London.

02/06/2022
9780571371525 | HB | £16.99 | 432pp
Ebook | 9780571371549

The Sidekick
Benjamin Markovits
‘Markovits always surprises and illuminates [and here]
he has magically conjured a subtle drama of relations
between black and white, between star performer and
amiable, envious sidekick.’ Lisa Appignanesi
As Brian Blum and Marcus Hayes approach middle age, each of
them embarks on a last-gasp grab for success.
Their friendship started twenty years earlier, when nerdy
sports nut Brian was persuaded by his father to try out for the
basketball team and met Marcus, the new kid in town who
everyone could see was going to become a future superstar, the
next Michael Jordan.
The Sidekick follows this relationship from high-school playing
days to Marcus’s career, as Brian coat-tails his friend’s fame to
become a well-known sports-writer. Now, Marcus has asked
Brian to write his biography, but is the weight of their history,
both common and fundamentally diﬀerent, going to be too
much for them both?
‘Warm, humane and tragic.’ Jonathan Lethem

UK C/Wealth + EU, ex Can
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Klara and the Sun
Kazuo Ishiguro

Beautiful World, Where Are You
Sally Rooney

What does it mean to love?

The new novel from the author of Normal People
and Conversations with Friends.

The #1 Sunday Times Bestseller

Alice, Felix, Eileen and Simon are still young – but
life is catching up with them. Will they find a way
to believe in a beautiful world?

Longlisted for the Booker Prize
A Barack Obama Summer Reading Pick
‘A masterpiece of great beauty, meticulous
control and, as ever, clear, simple prose.’
Sunday Times

12/05/2022
9780571365449 | PB | £8.99 | 352pp
UK C/Wealth + EU, ex Can

‘Another masterwork, a work that makes us feel
afresh the beauty and fragility of our humanity.’
Observer

‘Rooney’s strongest
writing thus far.’
Diana Evans,
Financial Times

‘People will absolutely love this book, in part
because it enacts the way we learn how to love.’
Anne Enright, Guardian
‘A novel for fans of Never Let Me Go . . . tender,
touching and true.’ The Times
03/03/2022
9780571364909 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp
UK C/Wealth + EU, ex Can

‘Moved me to tears more than
once . . . Rooney's best novel.’
James Marriott, The Times

03/02/2022

03/02/2022

03/02/2022

9780571245000

9780571283897

9780571283873

9780571315079

9780571334650 | PB | £8.99

9780571283880

9780571258253

9780571258246

26

9780571333134 | PB | £8.99

‘A tour de force. The prose
burns up the page.’
Anne Enright, Guardian

9780571258093
All B PB | £8.99

27
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Light Perpetual
Francis Spufford

Every Vow You Break
Peter Swanson

LONGLISTED FOR THE 2021 BOOKER PRIZE

What if your dream honeymoon became your waking
nightmare?

November 1944. A German rocket strikes London and five
young children are atomised in an instant.

When Abigail Baskin marries millionaire Bruce Lamb her life
seems perfect. Until, on their island honeymoon, she recognises
a charismatic stranger . . .

Here are the futures they might have known, had they
experienced the unimaginable changes of the twentieth century
– futures that illuminate the miraculous in the everyday and the
preciousness of life itself.

As the island closes in can she outrun the lies that surround her
marriage?

‘My god he can write.’ Richard Osman

‘Glamorous, dark and terrifying . . . You’ll struggle not to read
Every Vow You Break in one sitting.’ Independent

‘Dazzling.’ The Times
‘Extraordinary.’ Financial Times
‘Superb.’ Guardian
03/02/2022

03/02/2022

9780571336494 | PB | £8.99 | 336pp

9780571358519 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp
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Boys Don’t Cry
Fíona Scarlett

This One Sky Day
Leone Ross

‘I can’t remember ever reading something so moving.’
Marian Keyes

This ‘true feat of imagination and wonder’ (Nikesh Shukla)
transports readers to Popisho, a fictional Caribbean archipelago,
and invites them on an odyssey of love, grief, mayhem and
delight.

They say boys don’t cry. But Finn’s seen his Da do it when he
thinks no one’s looking, so that’s not true. And isn’t it OK to be
sad, when bad things happen?

‘Ross’s lyrical, rhythmic writing is something to be savored
. . . while she is not afraid to call out humanity’s failings and
wrongdoings, something else reigns over the story: joy.’
New York Times

They say boys don’t cry, but you might . . .
‘Better than a Booker winner . . . Moving but never mawkish.’
Irish Times

‘Magical.’
Nikesh Shukla

‘Utterly unforgettable.’ Louise O’Neill
‘A beautifully written story . . . I couldn’t put it down.’
Christie Watson

‘Ross’s storytelling crashes over her reader like an
invigorating wave.’ Daily Mail

‘Stunning.’ Irish Independent
03/02/2022

21/04/2022

9780571365210 | PB | £8.99 | 256pp

9780571358021 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp
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Burntcoat
Sarah Hall
‘A masterpiece’ Daisy Johnson

The story of two new lovers confined and transformed by one
another – from ‘a writer of showstopping genius’ (Guardian).
‘An extraordinary work that will stand as a blazing witness to
the age that bore it.’ Sarah Perry
‘A dark and brilliant novel about love, art and fragility in a
time of crisis.’ Sarah Moss
‘Wonderful . . . The writing goes down smoking hot onto the
page.’ Andrew Miller
PAPERBACK
COVER TO
COME

The Death of
Francis Bacon
Max Porter

02/06/2022
9780571329342 | PB | £8.99 | 352pp
UK C/Wealth + Can, EU

The Country of Others
Leïla Slimani
From ‘one of literary France’s brightest stars’ (The Times), an
enrapturing novel following the story of Mathilde, a young bride
who leaves France in 1946, only to discover a life stranger – and
harder – than she ever could have imagined.

A great painter lies on
his deathbed. In seven
extraordinary pictures,
untethered from reality, Max
Porter translates the explosive
final workings of the artist’s
mind.
‘A little masterpiece.’
Irish Times
‘Luminous.’ Observer
‘One of our most exciting
writers.’ Spectator

little scratch
Rebecca Watson

Intimacies
Lucy Caldwell

For an unnamed woman,
every minute, ideas about
sex, violence and comedy
intertwine. little scratch is a
fierce, bold and wryly moving
depiction of what it means
to live out just a single day
humming with trauma.

In ‘eleven perfect stories’
(Irish Independent), the awardwinning author charts the steps
and missteps of young women
trying to find their place in the
world.

Rebecca Watson is one of
the Observer’s ten best debut
novelists of 2021.
‘An extremely perceptive
depiction of power and
agency.’ Guardian
‘An absolute gift.’
Naoise Dolan

‘Magnificent.’ La Presse

‘A memorable and
unmissable book from one
of Ireland’s most essential
writers.’
Sunday Times
‘An astute observer of
the mundane, Caldwell
finds poetry – and even
a kind of religiosity – in
the quotidian rituals of
domesticity.’ Irish Times

PAPERBACK
COVER TO
COME

02/06/2022
9780571361632 | PB | £8.99 | 336pp
UK C/Wealth + EU, ex Can
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Night as It Falls
Jakuta Alikavazovic
Translated from the French,
a multilayered novel of high
passion and low light, tracing
two young lovers who must
both come to terms with their
inherited bonds and the paths
that shape the future.
‘A dark, brooding jewel of a
book.’ Irish Times
‘Jakuta Alikavazovic
writes with lyric precision
while making the limits of
language felt. We need all
of her books in English.’
Ben Lerner

FICTION & CRIME PAPERBACKS

The Sun on My
Head
Geovani Martins
A groundbreaking collection
of thirteen stories set in Rio’s
largest favela, The Sun on My
Head is a spellbinding debut
about masculinity, corruption,
guilt, poverty and resilience.
‘A blaze of heat, love and
risk that will leave you
reeling.’ DBC Pierre
‘Martins is an extraordinary
writer.’ Misha Glenny

Love and Theft
Stan Parish
What price would you pay
for a second chance? Just as
a new relationship inspires
him to leave behind a life of
crime, prolific jewel thief Alex
Cassidy is forced to mastermind
one last – and unthinkably
dangerous – heist.
‘Pure pleasure from the
first page to the last.’
Sunday Times
‘A dark jewel.’ A. J. Finn

The Night Always
Comes
Willy Vlautin
‘A tear-struck revelation . . .
Lynette will have you from the
first page.’ Megan Abbott

Dream Girl
Laura Lippman

The House Uptown
Melissa Ginsburg

‘Misery for the #MeToo
generation.’ Erin Kelly

‘A superbly written, intriguing
character study of how the
past impacts on the present.’
Guardian

Gerry Andersen is unwell. Bedbound – with only his night
nurse and his PA for company
– he’s been getting troubling
phone calls, from a woman
claiming to be the ‘real Aubrey’.

Between looking after her
brother, attending night
classes and the combination
of jobs she juggles, Lynette
But that can’t be. Aubrey’s just
is dangerously tired. And
a character Gerry made up in a
when, after years of trying to
book, years ago . . .
scrape together enough for a
mortgage, her home-owning
‘Whip-smart, funny, painful,
plan is derailed, she embarks on
impossible to put down.’
a desperate odyssey through a
Sarah Hilary
city of greed.

After the sudden death of her
mother, fourteen-year-old Ava
moves in with her estranged
grandmother, Lane. But as the
days go by, Ava begins to sense
that something is very wrong in
this strange new house . . .
‘Utterly unique, addictively
readable.’ Pandora Sykes
‘Intriguing, elegant and
seductive.’ Jessica Moor

‘Pacey and visceral.’
Sunday Times
‘America’s greatest active
living chronicler of the
dispossessed.’
Ben Myers

03/02/2022

03/02/2022

03/02/2022

03/03/2022

03/03/2022

17/03/2022

9780571342273 | PB | £8.99 | 288pp

9780571348251 | PB | £8.99 | 128pp

9780571356386 | PB | £8.99 | 272pp

9780571361922 | PB | £8.99 | 224pp

9780571360994 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp

9780571326754 | PB | £8.99 | 256pp
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Come Join Our Disease
Sam Byers
SHORTLISTED FOR THE GORDON BURN PRIZE
Why be healthy when the world is so sick? From the author of
Perfidious Albion, a darkly comic and profoundly aﬀecting novel
about resistance, radicalism and redemption.
‘Bold, unflinching . . . exceptional.’ Observer
‘Unforgettable.’ Times Literary Supplement
‘Outstanding.’ Irish Times
‘Enthralling . . . a blistering critique of twenty-first-century
life.’ Financial Times
‘Byers’s mastery of tone and attentiveness to every
psychological shift confirms him as one of the most
accomplished novelists of his generation.’ Sunday Times
17/03/2022
9780571360093 | PB | £8.99 | 352pp

The Republic of
False Truths
Alaa Al Aswany
‘A glorious, humane novel
that chronicles the failure
of a revolution and its
personal cost without ever
quite extinguishing hope of
a better future.’ Observer

UK C/Wealth + EU, ex Can

A Lonely Man
Chris Power
When two writers meet in a Berlin bookshop, they begin an
uneasy friendship. A taut and atmospheric literary thriller,
A Lonely Man is a novel of shadows, identity and the elastic
nature of truth. Are some stories too dangerous to tell?
‘Gripping.’ Financial Times
‘A classy page-turner.’ Mail on Sunday
‘A taut, subtle, postmodern literary thriller.’ Sunday Times
‘This is the slickest, smartest and most enjoyable novel I’ve
read in years.’ Frances Wilson, Spectator

‘Rooted in first-hand
experience, this searing
account of the short-lived
2011 Egyptian revolution
blends knockabout satire
with real polemical anger.’
Daily Mail
‘An amazing portrait of
fanaticism and cynicism
among Egyptian
powermongers.’
André Aciman

The Anthill
Julianne Pachico

Alexandria
Paul Kingsnorth

The propulsive debut
novel from one of the most
innovative young fiction writers
today – a searing and aﬀecting
depiction of what redemption
can be for a person and for a
country in the wake of trauma.

A small religious community is
living in what was once the fens
of eastern England. They are
perhaps the world’s last human
survivors. Now, they find
themselves stalked by a force
that draws ever closer, a force
intent on destroying everything
they stand for.

‘An engrossing tale of a
young woman’s return to
her roots in the troubled
streets of Medellín.’
Sunday Times
‘A brilliant, feverishly
imaginative novel.’
Sharlene Teo

Alexandria completes the
Buckmaster trilogy, which
began with the prize-winning
The Wake.
‘Alexandria has a quality
of mystery that draws the
reader under its spell.’
Guardian
‘Wonderfully sharp and
vivid.’ Spectator

07/04/2022
9780571341221 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp
UK C/Wealth + EU, ex Can
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9780571347612 | PB | £8.99 | 464pp

9780571331499 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp

9780571322121 | PB | £8.99 | 416pp
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The Woman in the Purple Skirt
Natsuko Imamura
The Woman in the Purple Skirt is being watched. Someone is
following her, always perched just out of sight, monitoring which
buses she takes, what she eats, whom she speaks to. But this
invisible observer isn’t a stalker – it’s much more complicated
than that.

Stunning new editions of Nicola Upson’s beloved series,
featuring the Golden Age crime writer Josephine Tey.

‘Disquieting and wryly funny, a taut and compelling
depiction of loneliness and obsession.’ Paula Hawkins
‘You will be obsessed.’ Leïla Slimani

19/05/2022
9780571364688 | PB | £8.99 | 224pp
UK C/Wealth ex Can + Open EU

Tokyo Redux
David Peace
The astonishing conclusion to David Peace’s ‘blistering’
(Guardian) Tokyo Trilogy.
‘A powerful, stirring read.’ The Times
‘Typically brilliant, a murder mystery set in 1949 Japan
during the US occupation … I loved it.’ Adrian McKinty

03/02/2022

03/02/2022

9780571287765

9780571237968

‘Historical crime fiction at its very best.’ Sunday Times

‘Many novels are hyped as “polyphonic”, but Peace’s now
complete Tokyo trilogy truly is, brilliantly summoning forth
multiple voices in the soundscape of a city gripped by
seismic change.’ Guardian

02/06/2022
9780571232017 | PB | £8.99 | 480pp
World ex USA

04/11/2021

04/11/2021

04/11/2021

9780571353255

9780571246359

9780571324781

9780571337378

All B PB | £8.99
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9780571366408

9780571366415

9780571366392

WILLIAM GOLDING

Discover William Golding beyond Lord of the Flies in these experimental
modern classics by the radical Nobel Laureate, with striking new artwork
and forewords by Ben Okri, Marlon James, Annie Proulx, Kate Mosse,
Benjamin Myers and Nicola Barker.
‘Wizardry of the first order.’ Observer
‘Terrifying . . . Magnificently original.’ Sylvia Plath
‘So recklessly beautiful, so sad and so strange.’ Sarah Perry
All PB | £9.99 | World ex USA

07/10/2021 | 9780571362325

07/10/2021 | 9780571362332

07/10/2021 | 9780571362349

06/01/2022 | 9780571365098

06/01/2022 | 9780571371723

06/01/2022 | 9780571371686
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© Christa Holka

© Edward Stone
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NICK BLACKBURN is a therapist
who specialises in LGBTQ+
issues and completed a PhD in
English Literature at Cambridge
(on the use of quotation marks
in Renaissance drama).

The Reactor
Nick Blackburn

The Last Emperor of Mexico
Edward Shawcross

‘Devastatingly affecting. An episodic, elegiac bricolage
of everyday life and longing, it’s fiercely brilliant, raw,
and beautiful, and one of the finest accounts of the
mysterious workings of grief I have ever read.’ Helen
Macdonald, author of H is for Hawk

The bizarre and little known story of how a hubristic
archduke became the puppet Emperor of Mexico.

After the sudden death of his father, Nick Blackburn embarks on
a singular, labyrinthine journey to understand his loss. How do
you create an existence when all you can see is a void?
The Reactor is a memoir about absence and creative possibilities,
assembled like the pieces of a puzzle. Through philosophy,
music, fashion, psychology, art and film, Blackburn travels a
vast panorama of ideas and characters to oﬀer an entirely new
exploration of grief. This is a book about looking for and finding
chain reactions and human connection – a work of enduring
fragmentary beauty.
‘Beautiful, strange and completely compelling.’ Olivia Laing
20/01/2022
9780571367740 | PB | £12.99 | 384pp

‘A madness without parallel since Don Quixote’.
This is history’s judgement of the events surrounding the ill-fated
reign of Maximilian of Mexico, the young Austrian archduke who
in 1864 crossed the Atlantic to assume a faraway throne.
Encouraged by a duplicitous Napoleon III, who was keen to
further his own interests abroad, Maximilian was promised a
hero’s welcome by the French Emperor, guaranteed by his own
military might. Instead, Maximilian walked into a bloody guerrilla
war – and with a headful of impractical ideals and a penchant for
pomp and butterflies, the so-called new emperor was singularly
unequipped for the task. The ensuing saga would feature the great
world leaders of the day, popes, bandits and queens; intrigue,
conspiracy and cut-throat statecraft, as Mexico became the
pivotal battleground in the global balance of power, between Old
Europe and the burgeoning force of the New World: American
imperialism.

Ebook | 9780571367764

After graduating from the
University of Oxford, EDWARD
SHAWCROSS lived and worked
in France, then South Korea
and finally Colombia before
returning to London where he
completed a PhD at UCL. His
research specialised in French
imperialism in Latin America
and the Mexican intellectual
thought that underpinned the
Second Mexican Empire.

20/01/2022
9780571360574 | HB | £20 | 336pp
Ebook | 9780571360598
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© Marcus Garrett

NON-FICTION

ROB DAVIES is an investigative
reporter for the Guardian’s
business desk. His investigation
into the gambling industry and
government policy won a British
Journalism Award in 2019.
Jackpot is his first book.

Jackpot
Rob Davies

Wild Green Wonders
Patrick Barkham

A searing exposé of the sinister inner workings of the
gambling industry.

Collected writings from one of the nation’s most
celebrated nature writers.

716: the number of gambling logos displayed in a single Premier
League football match.

Wild Green Wonders brings you a selection of twenty years’ worth
of Patrick Barkham’s writings for the Guardian, bearing witness
to the many changes we have imposed upon the planet and the
challenges lying ahead for the future of nature.

£421 million: the salary of Bet365’s CEO in 2020.
£14 billion: the annual losses incurred by British gamblers.
The numbers are stark, and yet over 33 million people – half the
population – gamble in the UK each year. How did we get here?
What keeps us hooked when the odds are so heavily stacked
against us? And who are the real winners and losers?

03/02/2022

In Jackpot, investigative journalist Rob Davies takes a deep dive
into gambling’s murky underworld to answer these questions,
and many more. From the first National Lottery in 1569 to the
Wild West of today’s online casinos, Davies follows the money
to show who profits and at what cost. This is an electrifying
read, revealing disturbing truths about modern society.

From Norwegian wolves to protests against the HS2 railway,
peregrine falcons nesting by the Thames to Britain’s last
lion tamer, Barkham paints an ever-changing portrait of
contemporary wildlife. This collection also presents thoughtprovoking interviews with conservationists, scientists, activists
and writers such as Rosamund Young, Ronald Blythe and other
eco-luminaries, including Sir David Attenborough and Brian
May. ‘Siding with the planet is siding with the underdog, and
this has motivated much of my journalism’, Barkham writes.
Wild Green Wonders is his chronicle.

PATRICK BARKHAM is the
natural history writer for
the Guardian. He is the
author of The Butterfly Isles,
Badgerlands, Coastlines and
Islander. His latest work is Wild
Child: Coming Home to Nature.
He has been shortlisted for the
Wainwright Prize and twice for
the Ondaatje Prize. He lives in
Norfolk with his family.

17/02/2022

9781783352241 | PB | £14.99 | 304pp

9781783352487 | HB | £14.99 | 304pp

Ebook | 9781783352265

Ebook | 9781783352500
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DRAFT COVER
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PHILIP OLTERMANN was born
in Schleswig-Holstein in 1981
and moved to England when
he was sixteen. He has written
for Granta, the London Review
of Books and the Guardian,
for whom he is now the
Berlin Bureau Chief. He is the
author of Keeping Up with the
Germans (Faber, 2013) and
tweets at @philipoltermann.

17/02/2022

The Stasi Poetry Circle
Philip Oltermann

Brittle with Relics
Richard King

Spies become poets; poets become spies.

A landmark history of Wales, featuring the voices of
Neil Kinnock, Rowan Williams, Leanne Wood, Gruff
Rhys, Michael Sheen, Nicky Wire and more.

In 1962, East Germany’s fearsome secret police – convinced
that writers were embedding subversive messages in their work
– decided to train their own writers, developing a new weapon
in the struggle against the class enemy: poetry. The Stasi Poetry
Circle reveals how a group of soldiers gathered for monthly
meetings at a heavily guarded military compound to learn how
to write lyrical verse.
Journalist Philip Oltermann spent five years rifling through Stasi
files, digging up lost volumes of poetry from musty basements,
and tracking down this red poets’ society’s surviving members to
uncover this little-known story. Using first-hand accounts and
exclusive interviews, this unconventional biography charts the
history of the German Democratic Republic from its utopian
origins to its descent into a paranoid culture war: a literary
detective story filled with spies who were moulded into poets
and poets who spied on their fellow writers.

In the closing third of the twentieth century, Wales experienced
the simultaneous eﬀects of deindustrialisation, the subsequent
loss of employment and community cohesion, and the struggle
for its language and identity.
Brittle with Relics is a history of the people of Wales undergoing
some of the country’s most seismic and traumatic events:
the disasters of Aberfan and Tryweryn; the rise of the Welsh
language movement; the Miner’s Strike; and the narrow vote in
favour of partial devolution.

RICHARD KING is the author of
Original Rockers (shortlisted
for the Gordon Burn Prize),
How Soon Is Now? and The
Lark Ascending, all published
by Faber. He was born into a
bilingual family in South Wales
and for the last twenty years
has lived in the rural county of
Powys, Wales.

‘A peerless cultural history.’ Evening Standard, Books of the
Year (on The Lark Ascending)

03/03/2022

9780571331192 | HB | £14.99 | 304pp

9780571295647 | HB | £25 | 336pp

Ebook | 9780571331215

Ebook | 9780571295661
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© Hannah Mentz

NON-FICTION

Dr MATTHEW GREEN is
a historian, writer and
broadcaster with a doctorate
from Oxford University.
He has appeared in
documentaries on the BBC,
ITV and Channel 4, and has
written historical features
for the Telegraph and the
Guardian. His first book
was London: A Travel Guide
Through Time.

Shadowlands
Matthew Green

Black and Female: Essays
Tsitsi Dangarembga

An evocative and dazzlingly original account of
Britain’s vanished past.

A short, staggering collection of essays from ‘one of
the most remarkable people the Booker Prize has ever
celebrated’ (New Statesman).

From a Neolithic settlement submerged in sand to an
abandoned Black Death hamlet, a Norfolk village requisitioned
and zombified by the military to a medieval city swept oﬀ a
shingle island: these are Britain’s shadowlands.
Historian Matthew Green excavates these lost settlements
in vivid detail, telling the extraordinary tales of their demise.
Prying from these unique places the memories of the people
who lived and died there, we experience life before, during and
after oblivion, and explore the lingering, beautiful ruins that
remain.
In turning our gaze to these lost places, Shadowlands transforms
our understanding of British history.

03/03/2022

In these essays, Tsitsi Dangarembga dissects the nervous
condition of being not only Black, and not only a woman,
but also ‘postcolonial’. Negotiating the experiences, events,
intersections, and her multifaceted identity, Dangarembga
oﬀers a powerful vision of Black liberation.
‘She has held a magnifying glass up to the struggles of
ordinary people, in so many parts of the world, who lead
good lives in the increasingly corrupt and fractured new
world order. Hers is a voice we all need who hear and heed.’
Claire Armistead

‘Green has a knack for revealing the most unexpected
details . . . fascinating and accessible.’ Daily Telegraph
(on London: A Travel Guide Through Time)

TSITSI DANGAREMBGA is the
author of three novels, including
Nervous Conditions, winner of
the Commonwealth Writers’
Prize, and This Mournable
Body, which was shortlisted for
the Booker Prize in 2020. She
is also a film-maker, playwright
and the director of the Institute
of Creative Arts for Progress in
Africa Trust. She lives in
Harare, Zimbabwe.

03/03/2022

9780571338023 | HB | £20 | 320pp

9780571373192 | HB | £9.99 | 128pp

Ebook | 9780571338047

Ebook | 9780571373208
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Formerly deputy editor at
GQ and editor-at-large at
Esquire, PHILIP WATSON has
contributed in-depth features
to numerous publications,
including the Guardian,
Telegraph Magazine, Sunday
Times, Irish Times and The Wire,
and interviewed musicians such
as Nick Cave, Gil Scott-Heron,
Paul Weller, D’Angelo and many
others. He lives in Ireland.

17/03/2022
9780571361663 | HB | £20 | 400pp

© Richard De Pesando

DRAFT COVER

NON-FICTION

Bill Frisell, Beautiful Dreamer
Philip Watson

Iconicon
John Grindrod

The definitive biography of the guitar icon, featuring
exclusive interviews with Paul Simon, Bon Iver and
more.

A captivating exploration of Britain’s most iconic
contemporary buildings.

Over a period of forty-five years, Bill Frisell has established
himself as one of the most innovative musicians at work today.
A quietly revolutionary guitar hero for our genre-blurring times,
he has synthesised many disparate musical styles – from jazz
to pop, folk to film music, ambient to avant-garde, country to
classical – into one compellingly singular sound.
Described as ‘the favourite guitarist of many people who agree
on little else in music’, Frisell connects to a diverse range of
artists, including Paul Simon, Elvis Costello, Rhiannon Giddens,
and Bon Iver, all of whom feature in the book. Through
unprecedented access to the guitarist and interviews with his
close family, friends and collaborators, Philip Watson tells
Frisell’s story for the first time.
‘Bill Frisell plays the guitar like Miles Davis played the
trumpet.’ New Yorker

From the Barratt home to the Shard, the landmark buildings of
our age oﬀer a revelatory – and sometimes surprising – living
history of Britain. Whether modest or monumental, they are
symbols of the ways we have lived and reminders of the forces
that have shaped our landscape.
In Iconicon, John Grindrod takes us on an enthralling journey
around these iconic buildings, from 1980 to the present day.
Along the way he encounters their architects and planners,
as well as the people who have lived and worked within their
walls. From soaring skyscrapers to suburban business parks,
postmodernist exuberance to Passivhaus eco-eﬃciency, this is
at once an architectural grand tour and an endlessly witty and
engaging piece of social history.
‘Wonderful . . . a new way of looking at modern Britain.’
Independent on Sunday (on Concretopia)

JOHN GRINDROD is the author
of Concretopia (2013) and
Outskirts (2017). He has written
for publications including the
Sunday Times, the Guardian,
Financial Times, Big Issue and
The Modernist. He has given
talks at the V&A, the RA, the
Southbank Centre, the RIBA,
Tate Liverpool, the Boring
Conference and at universities
around the UK and Europe. He
tweets at @Grindrod.

17/03/2022
9780571348138 | HB | £20 | 416pp

Ebook | 9780571361700

Ebook | 9780571348152
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SEBASTIAN BARRY’s novels
have twice won the Costa
Book of the Year award, the
Independent Booksellers Award
and the Walter Scott Prize. He
has had two consecutive novels
shortlisted for the Man Booker
Prize, A Long Long Way (2005)
and The Secret Scripture
(2008), and has won the Kerry
Group Irish Fiction Prize, the
Irish Book Awards Novel of the
Year and the James Tait Black
Memorial Prize.

The Lives of the Saints
The Laureate Lectures

Sebastian Barry
The three acclaimed Laureate lectures from the
bestselling and twice Costa-Book-of-the-Year-winning
author.
From A Long Long Way, his Booker-shortlisted novel about the
Irish soldiers who fought for Britain during the First World
War to his hit play, The Steward of Christendom, starring Donal
McCann from his first Costa Book of the Year novel, The
Secret Scripture, to his second, Days Without End, a decade later,
Sebastian Barry’s writing career has been as long and varied as it
has extraordinary.
Intimate, revealing and generous of heart, these three lectures
– written and delivered as part of his three-year tenure as the
Laureate for Irish fiction – reflect on his life and career so far,
some of the formative moments and people he’s met along the
way, and the ongoing importance of creativity.

The Man Who Invented Motion Pictures
Paul Fischer
A mystery that has never been solved – until now.
In 1888, Louis Le Prince shot the world’s first motion picture
in Leeds, England. In 1890, weeks before the public unveiling
of his camera and projector, Le Prince stepped onto a train in
France – and disappeared without a trace. He was never seen
or heard from again. No body was ever found. A year later,
Thomas Edison – inventor of the light bulb, the phonograph
and the father of the modern telegraph – announced that he had
invented a motion picture camera.
Le Prince’s family were convinced Edison had stolen Louis’s
work, and so they sued the most famous inventor in the world.
By the time the lawsuit was over, Le Prince’s son was dead
under suspicious circumstances – and modern Hollywood was
born. The Man Who Invented Motion Pictures excavates one of the
Victorian age’s great unsolved mysteries and, in the process,
oﬀers a revelatory rewriting of the birth of film.

07/04/2022

PAUL FISCHER is the author of
A Kim Jong-Il Production, the
true story of the kidnapping
of two South Korean filmmakers to Kim Jong-Il’s North
Korea, nominated for a CWA
Non-Fiction Book of the Year
Award and chosen as one of
the best books of 2015 by NPR
and Library Journal. His writing
has appeared in the New York
Times, Los Angeles Times, the
Narwhal, the Independent,
the Guardian, SyfyWire, and
Bright Wall / Dark Room,
among others.

07/04/2022

9780571372027 | HB | £14.99 | 128pp

9780571348640 | HB | £20 | 360pp

Ebook | 9780571372034
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CARYN ROSE is a longtime
music journalist whose work
has appeared in Pitchfork,
MTV News, Salon, Billboard,
the Village Voice, Vulture, and
the Guardian. Her essay on
Maybelle Carter was included in
Woman Walk the Line. She lives
in New York.

Why Patti Smith Matters
Caryn Rose
An insightful meditation on the artistry and influence
of Patti Smith, whose uninhibited creativity and
boundless spirit opened musical frontiers and invited
social outcasts into a world of freedom and possibility.
Why Patti Smith Matters is the first book about the iconic artist
written by a woman. The veteran music journalist Caryn Rose
contextualises Smith’s creative work, her influence, and her
wide-ranging and still-evolving impact on rock ‘n’ roll, visual art
and the written word. Rose goes deep into Smith’s oeuvre, from
her first album, Horses, to acclaimed memoirs operating at a
surprising remove from her music.
The portrait of a ceaseless inventor, Why Patti Smith Matters
rescues punk’s poet laureate from ‘strong woman’ clichés. Of
course Smith is strong. She is also a nuanced thinker. A maker
of beautiful and challenging things. A transformative artist who
has not simply entertained but also empowered millions.

07/04/2022
9780571374847 | PB | £8.99 | 320pp
Ebook | 9780571374854

Bodies

Life and Death in Music

Ian Winwood
Money, freedom, adoring fans: professional musicians
seem to have it all. But beneath the surface lies a
frightening truth.
For years the music industry has tolerated death, addiction
and exploitation in the name of entertainment. In Bodies, Ian
Winwood explores the industry’s reluctance to confront its many
failures in a far-reaching story that features first-hand access
to artists such as Foo Fighters, Green Day, Trent Reznor, Biﬀy
Clyro, Kings of Leon, Chris Cornell, Mark Lanegan, Pearl Jam.
Much more than a touchline reporter, Winwood also tells the
tale of his own mental-health collapse following the shocking
death of his father. Written with warmth, humour and bracing
honesty, Bodies is a deeply personal story and essential reading
for musicians and fans alike.
‘Finally, a book about the music industry that tells the truth.
Anyone with any interest in the real stories behind the
music they love should devour this visceral examination of
art, drugs, mental health and music.’ Frank Turner

UK C/Wealth + EU, ex Can

IAN WINWOOD is a music
journalist whose work has
appeared in the Telegraph,
the Guardian, Kerrang!, Rolling
Stone, Mojo, NME, Q and on
the BBC. His most recent book,
Smash!, was published in 2019.

21/04/2022
9780571364183 | PB | £14.99 | 304pp
Ebook | 9780571364206
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DAVID GEORGE HASKELL is the
author of The Forest Unseen
(2012), which was a finalist for
the Pulitzer Prize, and The
Songs of Trees (2017), which
won the John Burroughs Medal.
His work integrates scientific,
literary and contemplative
studies of the natural world.
He is professor of biology and
environmental studies at the
University of the South
in Sewanee and a
Guggenheim Fellow.

Sounds Wild and Broken
David George Haskell
An awe-inspiring exploration of the sounds of the
universe, and the existential threat posed by
human noise.
Sound has shaped the history of the Earth and its inhabitants.
The first sound waves of the universe are still visible today,
their peaks and troughs marked in the night sky by galaxies and
starless spaces between. And yet this shared sonic existence is in
crisis, as human noise threatens to drown out all else.
From city streets to ocean depths, and Palaeolithic cave
dwellings to modern concert halls, Sounds Wild and Broken is an
illuminating exploration of the rich and varied sounds of our
planet. It is at once a joyful celebration of the natural cacophony
of existence and a stark warning of what is at stake should this
sonic diversity be lost.
‘Haskell’s writing is natural history, in every sense of the
phrase, at its very best.’ Richard Powers

© Nina Subin

© Katherine Lehman
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Super-infinite

The Transformations of John Donne

Katherine Rundell
A very modern biography of John Donne: the poet of
love, sex and death.
John Donne led myriad lives. He was a lawyer, a sea adventurer,
a courtier, a preacher, an MP and a poet. He converted from
Catholicism to Protestantism. He was imprisoned for marrying
a sixteen year-old girl; struggled to feed a family of ten children;
and was often ill and in pain. He was a man who suﬀered from
black surges of misery, yet expressed in his verse electric joy
and love.
In a biography that marks the arrival of a huge non-fiction
talent, Katherine Rundell embarks on a fleet-footed ‘act of
evangelism’, showing us the many sides of Donne’s extraordinary
life, his obsessions (some common, some very strange), his
tempestuous Elizabethan times and his blazing words –
unveiling what Donne can tell us about ourselves, now.

21/04/2022

KATHERINE RUNDELL grew
up in London, Zimbabwe and
Belgium. She is a Fellow of
All Souls College, Oxford. Her
award-winning and bestselling
books for children have been
translated into thirty languages
and have won multiple awards.
Rundell is also the author of
a book for adults, Why You
Should Read Children’s Books,
Even Though You are So Old
And Wise. She is a regular
contributor to the London
Review of Books.

21/04/2022

9780571361977 | HB | £16.99 | 448pp

9780571345915 | HB | £16.99 | 272pp

Ebook | 9780571362103

Ebook | 9780571345939
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BOB STANLEY is the author
of Yeah Yeah Yeah: The Story
of Modern Pop and Excavate!
(with Tessa Norton), and he has
written for the Guardian, The
Times, NME and The Face. He is
also a film-maker and founding
member of the group
Saint Etienne.

Let’s Do It

The Birth of Pop

Bob Stanley
The must-read music book of the year: the definitive
history of the birth of pop from ragtime to rock ’n’ roll.
Who were the earliest record stars? What exactly was
barbershop singing? Who was George Gershwin writing songs
for? How did new technology aﬀect musicians?
Bob Stanley’s acclaimed Yeah Yeah Yeah was the first book to
tell the complete story of the modern pop era. Let’s Do It –
beginning with the invention of the 78rpm record at the end of
the nineteenth century through to mid-fifties rock – is the first
book to chart ragtime, blues and jazz to wartime music, hillbilly,
crooners and beyond.
Bringing the eclectic world of early pop to life – from Duke
Ellington, Fred Astaire and Frank Sinatra to the secret heroes
whose work is now forgotten – Let’s Do It is essential reading for
all music lovers.

05/05/2022
9780571320257 | HB | £25 | 720pp
Ebook | 9780571320264

‘This might be the best book about music I’ve ever read.’
Alexis Petridis, Guardian (on Yeah Yeah Yeah)
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The Premonitions Bureau
Sam Knight
The story of a strange experiment – a journey into the
oddest corners of 1960s Britain and the outer edges of
science and reason.
Premonitions are impossible. But they come true all the time.
Dr John Barker was an ambitious psychiatrist with an
uncontrollable interest in strange mental conditions. Then, in
1966, in the wake of a national disaster, he had an outlandish
vision. He would collect the public’s premonitions and
forebodings. He would build a database to predict the future
and help avert future disasters.
The Premonitions Bureau is the astonishing story of this bizarre
real-life undertaking – the radical thinking and peculiar
characters behind it; the hundreds of correspondents, their
visions, the headlines that they made; and the Bureau’s two most
gifted ‘percipients’, a charismatic piano teacher and a troubled
switchboard operator. Together, the pair predicted plane crashes
and train wrecks, assassinations and international incidents with
disturbing accuracy. And then they called to give Barker their
most unnerving premonition: a glimpse of his own imminent
demise.
59

SAM KNIGHT is a British
journalist who has covered
subjects such as sandwiches,
late capitalism and art fraud.
‘London Bridge Is Down’, his
piece on plans for the death of
the Queen, remains the most
popular Guardian long read
ever published. A staff writer
at the New Yorker, he has won
two Foreign Press Association
awards and was shortlisted
for the 2018 Orwell Prize for
political writing.

05/05/2022
9780571357567 | HB | £14.99 | 256pp
Ebook | 9780571357581
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WILLIAM ATKINS’s first book,
The Moor, was shortlisted for
the Wainwright Prize, and his
second, The Immeasurable
World, won the Stanford
Dolman Travel Writing Award.
He works as an editor and his
journalism has appeared in the
Guardian and Granta; Atkins is
guest editor of a special travelwriting issue of Granta, to be
published in November 2021.
In 2016 he was awarded the
British Library Eccles Prize.

05/05/2022
9780571352982 | HB | £20 | 336pp
Ebook | 9780571353002
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Exiles

The Listening Service

William Atkins

Tom Service

A luminous exploration of exile from the award-winning
travel writer and author of The Immeasurable World
and The Moor.

A celebration of music’s multi-dimensional power in
our lives.

Three Island Journeys

This is the story of three unheralded nineteenth-century
dissidents, whose lives were profoundly shaped by the winds
of empire, nationalism and autocracy that continue to howl
today: French anarchist Louise Michel, Zulu Prince Dinuzulu
kaCetshwayo and Ukrainian revolutionary Lev Shternberg.
In Exiles, William Atkins travels to their islands of banishment
– New Caledonia in the Pacific, Saint Helena in the Atlantic
and Sakhalin oﬀ the Siberian coast – in a bid to understand
how exile shaped them and the people among whom they were
exiled. Along the way, he reveals deeply human truths about
displacement, colonialism and what it means to have and to
lose a home. Occupying the fertile zone where politics,
biography and travel writing meet, Exiles is a masterpiece of
imaginative empathy.

101 Journeys through the Musical Universe

With 101 short chapters based on programmes from BBC
Radio 3’s The Listening Service and grouped thematically, this
book will open ears and imaginations to find answers to the
questions we all have about why and how music – from Toots
and the Maytals and J. S. Bach, Gustav Mahler and Miley Cyrus
to Anna Meredith and Mozart – works its magic over us. With
direct links to the programmes using QR codes, the chapters
draw on powerful and communicative anecdotes and analogies,
as well as the latest scientific research and above all, a spirit of
discovery and connection across genres, cultures and histories.
At its heart is the conviction that music changes us.

TOM SERVICE writes and
presents The Listening Service
on BBC Radio 3 and has
presented Music Matters since
2003. He has made films on
composers from Handel to
Saariaho for BBC television,
for whom he also presents the
Proms. His books – Music as
Alchemy and Thomas Adès:
Full of Noises – are published
by Faber.

‘An excellent and enthralling study.’
Daily Telegraph (on Music as Alchemy)
19/05/2022
9780571342952 | HB | £16.99 | 304pp
Ebook | 9780571342976

‘One of the best makers of sentences around.’ Olivia Laing
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JAMES VINCENT is a journalist
and writer from London
who has worked and written
for numerous publications
including the Independent, the
Financial Times, Wired, New
Statesman and others. He is
currently a senior reporter for
The Verge. Beyond Measure is
his first book. @jjvincent

Beyond Measure
James Vincent
A revelatory and vibrant story of measurement which
will make you look at the world around you anew.
We measure rainfall and radiation, the depths of space and the
emptiness of atoms, calories and steps, happiness and fear. If
we could not measure, then we could not observe the world
around us; we could not experiment, learn and cooperate.
But why did this urge to measure flourish? And when did
measurement become ubiquitous?
It is an incredible story that spans hunter-gatherer societies
and the ancient Egyptians, the French Revolution and the
relentless quantification of the twenty-first-century self. It is
a tale that tracks humanity’s search for dependable truths in a
chaotic universe. Full of mavericks and visionaries, adventure
and breakthroughs, Beyond Measure shows that measurement
has not only made the world we live in, it has made us too.

02/06/2022

‘A wildly ambitious book by a formidably talented young
writer.’ Robert Macfarlane

9780571354214 | HB | £16.99 | 416pp
Ebook | 9780571354238

Great Hatred

The Assassination of Field Marshal Sir Henry Wilson

Ronan McGreevy
A gripping investigation into an assassination which
horrified Britain and led to civil war in Ireland, told
one hundred years later.
On 22 June 1922, Sir Henry Wilson – the former professional
head of the British army and one of those credited with winning
the First World War – was shot and killed by two veterans of
that war turned IRA members. This was the most significant
political murder to have taken place on British soil for more
than a century. It horrified British society, precipitated a nearcollapse of government and triggered the Irish Civil War.

RONAN MCGREEVY is an
author, Irish Times journalist
and videographer. Previously
a producer with the BBC and
Sky News, he has contributed
to The Times, Evening Standard
and the Irish Post in London.
He is the author of numerous
works, including Wherever the
Firing Line Extends: Ireland and
the Western Front.

Who ordered the killing? Why would Michael Collins, who had
signed a peace treaty with Great Britain just six months earlier,
want Wilson dead? Great Hatred is a revelatory work that sheds
light on a moment that changed the course of Irish and British
history forever.
‘The superlative and definitive account of Ireland in World
War I.’ Irish Independent (on Wherever the Firing Line
Extends)
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KATE MOLLESON is a journalist
and broadcaster and one of
the UK’s leading commentators
on contemporary classical
music. She presents BBC
Radio 3’s New Music Show and
Music Matters. Her articles are
published in the Guardian,
The Herald, BBC Music
Magazine and elsewhere.
Molleson lives in Scotland.

02/06/2022
9780571363223 | HB | £16.99 | 256pp

Sound Within Sound

A Woman’s Game

Kate Molleson

Suzanne Wrack

A radical and compelling new history of twentieth
century composers, shining light on the sonic pioneers
whose work transformed musical history.

The astonishing history of women’s football, from the
late nineteenth century to the present day.

An Alternative History of Composers in the 20th Century

Sound Within Sound is the impassioned and exhilarating story
of the composers who dared to challenge the conventional
world of classical music in the twentieth century. Traversing
the globe from Ethiopia and the Philippines to Mexico, Russia
and beyond, Kate Molleson tells the stories of ten figures who
altered the course of musical history, only to be sidelined and
denied recognition during an era that systemically favoured
certain sounds – and people – over others.
A celebration of radical creativity rooted in ideas of protest,
gender, race, ecology and resistance, Sound Within Sound is an
energetic reappraisal of twentieth century classical music that
opens up the world far beyond its established centres, challenges
stereotypical portrayals of the genre and shatters its
traditional canon.

The Rise, Fall, and Rise Again of Women’s Football

A Woman’s Game explores the incredible rise, fall, and rise again
of women’s football: from the sport’s first appearance in England
in the Victorian era; through the game-changing teams of the
First World War and their record-breaking attendances; to its
fifty-year ban in the UK and the aftershocks when that ban was
lifted.
Now, as the women’s game is once again on an unstoppable
upward trend, Suzanne Wrack considers what the next chapter
of this astonishing story might be. From its relationship to
the worldwide fight against oppression to its ability to inspire
change in the wider world of sport, this is both a history of
football as played by women and a manifesto for a better game.

SUZANNE WRACK is the
women’s football correspondent
for the Guardian and the
Observer. Her work has also
been published in FourFourTwo,
and she is a regular contributor
to the Guardian’s Football
Weekly podcast. In 2020, her
investigation on abuse at the
Afghanistan Football Federation
won an AIPS Sport Media
Award. A Woman’s Game is her
first book.

16/06/2022
9781783352159 | PB | £14.99 | 240pp
Ebook | 9781783352173

Ebook | 9780571363247
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The Devil You Know
Gwen Adshead & Eileen Horne

My Mess Is a Bit of a Life
Georgia Pritchett

Dr Gwen Adshead, one of Britain’s leading forensic
psychiatrists, has spent decades providing therapy inside
secure hospitals and prisons. Case by case, Adshead reveals
stories of cruelty and despair but also of change and recovery.
The Devil You Know is a compassionate book – challenging
assumptions and changing minds, that of the patient and the
reader.

Told in gloriously comic vignettes, this memoir is a joyful
reflection on just how to live – and sometimes even thrive
(sometimes not) – with anxiety.
‘A fantastically entertaining and surprising book.’
Marina Hyde
‘The perfect nourishment for an anxious world.’
Nina Stibbe

A BBC RADIO 4 and Observer Book of The Week.

‘Funny and wise and moving.’ The Times

‘Effortlessly readable and deeply moving.’
Joanna Cannon, Guardian

‘Brilliant.’ Philippa Perry

‘Brilliant . . . a powerful myth buster.’ Sunday Times

NEW
PAPERBACK
COVER TO
COME

‘Unmissable.’ Observer
07/04/2022

03/03/2022

9780571357628 | PB | £9.99 | 368pp

9780571365906 | PB | £9.99 | 208pp
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The Cost of Sexism

Funny You Should Ask . . . Again
The QI Elves

How the Economy is Built for Men and Why We Must
Reshape It

Every Wednesday, on The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show, BBC
Radio 2’s most inquisitive listeners get to put their questions
to the QI Elves. The questions are wonderfully original and
the QI Elves’ answers are always fascinating and frequently
hilarious.

Linda Scott
The Cost of Sexism is an urgent analysis of global gender
inequality and a fervently argued case for change by a pioneer
in the movement for women’s economic empowerment.
Drawing on decades of statistical evidence, original research
and global on-the-ground experience, Linda Scott outlines a
revolutionary, actionable plan to remove economic barriers
against women and in the process combat humankind’s most
pressing problems.

This sequel to the fantastically successful Funny You Should
Ask . . . is a must-read for the incurably curious.
Praise for Funny You Should Ask . . .
‘QI have outdone themselves!’ Alan Davies
‘Fabulous . . . A cracker of a book!’ Sue Perkins

© Rick Bern

Previously published as The Double X Economy.

‘The QI Elves are barnstormingly brilliant.’ Zoe Ball

‘Shocking.’ Adam Rutherford, BBC Inside Science
03/03/2022

‘Scholarly and impassioned.’ Financial Times

9780571374595 | PB | £10.99 | 512pp

‘Powerful.’ New York Times Book Review
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‘A rallying cry for global female equality.’ Guardian
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‘Genuinely useful and endlessly fascinating.’ The Spectator
02/06/2022
9780571373307 | PB | £8.99 | 256pp
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Conclusions
John Boorman
John Boorman is one of
cinema’s authentic visionaries
(Point Blank, Deliverance,
Excalibur), drawn to myths and
dreams. In Conclusions Boorman
summarises what he has learnt
about the craft of filmmaking,
weaving in the story of his kith
and kin.
‘Delightful, wry, human and
elegiacally thoughtful . . .
A richly fascinating figure
in British and international
film.’ David Thompson
Financial Times
‘As personal and as
wayward as anything this
exceptional man has done.’
London Review of Books

NON-FICTION PAPERBACKS

Having and Being
Had
Eula Biss
Having just purchased her first
home, Eula Biss embarks on
a roguish and risky self-audit
of the value system she has
bought into. The result is the
incisive Having and Being Had:
a personal reckoning with and
a radical interrogation of work,
leisure and capitalism, in which
the she asks, of both herself
and her class, ‘In what have we
invested?’.
‘A major achievement.’
Claudia Rankine
‘Exhilarating’ Jenny Offill
‘Endlessly absorbing.’
Sinéad Gleeson
‘A probing tour of
capitalism and class.’
Maggie Nelson

Relax
Timothy Caulfield

Britain Alone
Philip Stephens

Homo Irrealis
André Aciman

The Science of Hate
Matthew Williams

Award-winning public-health
expert Timothy Caulfield
tackles our daily dilemmas
and the innumerable cultural,
social and psychological forces
shaping the decisions we make.
Too often these decisions are
dictated by concerns or beliefs
about our world that simply
aren’t true. Relax reveals a
science-informed way out of
this mess, helping to put your
mind at ease.

Award-winning Financial Times
journalist Philip Stephens
paints a fascinating portrait of
sixty years as Britain struggles
to reconcile its waning power
with its past glory. Drawing
on decades of contact and
interviews with senior
politicians and diplomats
across the world, Britain Alone
is a magisterial history of our
nation and how we arrived at
the state we are in.

From meditations on subway
poetry, to considerations of
the lives and work of the likes
of Sigmund Freud and Marcel
Proust, and portraits of cities
such as Alexandria and St.
Petersburg, this collection
is a deep reflection of the
imagination’s power to shape
our memories under time’s
seemingly intractable hold.

With hate crimes at an all-time
high, what can we do to help
turn the tide?

‘Caulfield wittily breaks
down everyday dilemmas
that might frazzle you.’
Pandora Sykes,
The Times

‘Admirably lucid and
measured . . . gives us the
fullest long-run political
and diplomatic narrative
yet.’ David Kynaston

‘A handbook that is
informed as well as wise.’
Observer

‘An instant classic.’
Peter Hennessy

‘The pleasure of reading
him resides in the pleasure
of his company
. . . One of our best wishful
thinkers.’
New York Times

Surveying human behaviour
across the globe and reaching
back through time, from our
tribal ancestors in prehistory
to artificial intelligence in the
twenty-first century, The Science
of Hate is a groundbreaking
examination of the elusive
‘tipping point’ between
prejudice and hate from a
world-renowned criminologist.
‘Utterly brilliant.’
Alice Roberts
‘Incredibly powerful.’
Peter Tatchell
‘Harrowing but illuminating.’
Evening Standard

‘Commanding.’ Scotsman
‘Fascinating.’ Irish Times

06/01/2022

06/01/2022

06/01/2022

20/01/2022

20/01/2022

03/02/2022
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We Own This City
Justin Fenton
The riveting true story of the
corruption scandal that brought
down the Baltimore Police
Department’s elite Gun Trace
Task Force and devastated the
city’s trust in law enforcement.
Soon to be a major HBO
drama, directed by David
Simon.
‘Jaw-dropping . . . makes
The Wire look tame by
comparison.’
Daily Telegraph
‘A work of first-class
reportage [and] an
engrossing account for
anyone who enjoys crime
and corruption procedurals
like The Wire and Serpico.’
Irish Times

Here and Now
Paul Auster & J. M.
Coetzee

Like Punk Never
Happened
Dave Rimmer

Although Paul Auster and J.
M. Coetzee had been reading
each other’s books for years,
the two writers did not meet
until 2008. Not long after,
Auster received a letter from
Coetzee, suggesting they begin
exchanging letters on a regular
basis. Here and Now is the result
of that proposal: an epistolary
dialogue between two great
writers who became great
friends.

Like Punk Never Happened is
Dave Rimmer’s controversial
and honest insider account of
the rollercoaster ride that was
Boy George & Culture Club
and the new eighties pop,
first published by Faber in
1986. This expanded edition
features a new foreword by Neil
Tennant, a new afterword and
a bonus chapter about Duran
Duran.

‘Extremely interesting.’
Spectator
‘Extraordinary.’
Times Literary Supplement

‘As sharp a study of British
pop as we’ll get.’
City Limits
‘Among the most
entertaining writers ever to
pen a rock book.’
Rock and Roll Confidential
‘A controversial and honest
account . . . and a serious
analysis of the whole mess.’
NME

How to Disagree
Ian Leslie
Whether it’s at work, at home
or in public, confronting our
diﬀerences is the only way to
make the most out of them.
How to Disagree is about how to
do that successfully. Drawing
on essential lessons from
world-class experts on how to
disagree well and combining
them with inspiring stories of
productive disagreements from
science, technology and the
arts, Ian Leslie reveals how we
can reap the benefits of diverse
viewpoints in an era that feels
more divided than ever.
‘Beautifully argued,
desperately needed.’
Malcolm Gladwell

How To Write One
Song
Jeff Tweedy
One of the century’s most feted
singer-songwriters, Wilco’s
Jeﬀ Tweedy, digs deep into his
own creative process to share
his unique perspective about
song-writing and oﬀers a warm,
accessible guide to writing your
first song.
A Rough Trade and Pitchfork
Book Of The Year
‘Fascinating.’
Rough Trade
‘Eloquent.’ Independent
‘A proselytiser for the act
of songcraft.’
Financial Times

Finding the Raga
Amit Chaudhuri
Finding the Raga is a revelatory
exploration of North Indian
classical music: an ancient,
evolving tradition whose
principles and practises will
alter the reader’s notion of what
music might – and can – be.
‘A splendid book.’
Literary Review
‘Supple, intricate and
uncompromising, full of
delicate obdervation and
insight.’ Geoff Dyer
‘Chaudhuri excels in
writing about music and its
pleasure.’ Guardian

‘Invaluable.’
Philippa Perry
‘Essential.’ The Times
‘Fascinating.’
Financial Times

03/02/2022

03/02/2022

03/02/2022
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Beeswing
Richard Thompson
THE TOP 5 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER
I was nineteen when I came to town
They called it the summer of love
An intimate memoir of musical discovery, personal history
and social revelation, Beeswing vividly captures the life of one
of Britain’s most significant artists during a heady period of
creative intensity, in a world on the cusp of change.
‘I encourage everybody to read this wonderful book.’
Elvis Costello
‘[A] quiet joy of a memoir.’ Guardian
‘Perceptive, lyrical, amiable and seemingly effortless.’
Caught By The River
07/04/2022
9780571348176 | PB | £9.99 | 272pp
UK C/Wealth ex Can, Open EU

On Connection
Kae Tempest
I have spent twenty years with a pen in my hand. Everything I have
seen, I have seen through the lens of my creativity; it has been the
primary function of my life.
In this inspiring personal meditation on the power of creative
connection, Kae Tempest explores how and why creativity can
help us establish a deeper relationship to ourselves and the
world.
‘An authentically soothing, powerful thought-provoker.’
Matt Haig
‘Medicine for these wounded times.’ Max Porter

21/04/2022
9780571370436 | PB | £6.99 | 144pp

‘On Connection came to me when I needed it most, and
reminded me that the links we have to places, people,
words, ourselves, are what keep us alive.’
Candice Carty-Williams

On Violence and On
Violence Against
Women
Jacqueline Rose
Tracking multiple forms of
today’s violence – ranging
through trans rights and
#MeToo, the suﬀragette
movement and the sexual
harassment faced by migrant
women, and the sharp increase
in domestic violence over the
course of the pandemic – this
blazing exploration is an
agitation against injustice and
a formidable call to action from
a world-renowned feminist
thinker.
‘It’s really hard to
overestimate how
important Rose’s work
has been for me.’ Maggie
Nelson
’An invitation to a radical
kind of responsibility.’
New York Times

Black British Lives
Matter
Edited by Lenny
Henry & Marcus
Ryder
In response to the international
outcry at George Floyd’s
death, Lenny Henry and
Marcus Ryder commissioned a
collection of essays to discuss
how and why we need to fight
for Black lives to matter – not
just for Black people but for
society as a whole. Recognising
Black British experience
within the Black Lives Matter
movement, nineteen prominent
Black figures explain why Black
lives should be celebrated when
too often they are undervalued.

The Greeks
Roderick Beaton
The Greeks is the story of a
culture that has contributed
more than any other to the way
we live now in the West. The
product of a lifetime’s research
by one of the subject’s most
esteemed experts, this is the
epic, revelatory story of the
Greeks and their global impact,
told as never before.
‘A masterpiece.’ Gregory
Nagy, Harvard University
‘Remarkable.’ Ian Morris,
author of Why the West
Rules – For Now

Contributors include: David
Olusoga, Doreen Lawrence, Kit
De Waal, Dawn Butler, Leroy
Logan and Colin Grant.
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You Goddess!
E. Foley and B.
Coates
The much-loved authors of
What Would Boudicca Do? take us
on a colourful tour of ancient
deities and legends from every
corner of the globe. In this
irreverent guide these fierce and
fantastic deities will help you
to stop apologising, keep your
cool and embrace your body.
Divinely illustrated by Georgia
Perry, You Goddess! will help you
conquer today’s world.
‘What guts! What attitude!
These are the immortals I
wish I’d learned about at
school.’ Olivia Colman
‘Wonderful.’
Cerys Matthews

The Joy of Small
Things
Hannah Jane
Parkinson
Hannah Jane Parkinson is a
specialist in savouring the small
pleasures of life. She revels in
her fluﬀy dressing gown, finds
calm in solo cinema trips, is
charmed by the personalities
of fonts, celebrates pockets
and gleefully abandons a book
she isn’t enjoying. Parkinson’s
everyday exaltations – selected
from her immensely successful
Guardian column – will utterly
delight.
‘A not-so-small joy in itself.’
Nigella Lawson
‘I loved this book.’
Marina Hyde

A Stinging Delight
David Storey
A masterpiece memoir by an
extraordinary literary figure:
rugby player, artist, acclaimed
playwright and Booker Prize
winning novelist.
‘Mesmerising . . . its abiding
quality is, in the end, a kind
of fearlessness.’
The Times
‘Perhaps his most
remarkable and gripping
work.’ Spectator
‘Full in equal parts of
vividness and pathos.’ New
Statesman
‘Rivetingly honest . . . I’ve
not read any other memoir
quite like it.’
The Oldie

‘Always funny and frank
and full of insight.’
David Nicholls

05/05/2022

02/06/2022

02/06/2022

9780571359974 | PB | £9.99 | 272pp

9781783352364 | PB | £8.99 | 256pp

9780571360321 | PB | £10.99 | 352pp
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Emily Berry is the author of
Dear Boy (2013) and Stranger,
Baby (2017). She is a fellow of
the Royal Society of Literature.

Unexhausted Time
Emily Berry

Quiet
Victoria Adukwei Bulley

Unexhausted Time inhabits a world of dream and dawn,
in which thoughts touch us ‘like soft rain’ and all the
elements are brought closer in.

Circling around themes of interiority, intimacy and
selfhood, Quiet is the debut collection from Barbican
Young Poets alumna Victoria Adukwei Bulley.

Feelings, messages, symbols, visions . . . Emily Berry’s latest
collection takes shape in the half-light between the real and
the imagined, where everything is lost and yet ‘nothing goes
away’. Here life’s innumerable impressions, moods, seasons and
déjà vus collect and disarrange themselves, while a glowing,
companionable ‘I’ travels the mind’s landscapes ever in hope of
refuge and transformation amid these displaced moments in time.

Victoria is currently completing a PhD focusing on ideas of
black interiority and quiet. Her debut collection examines the
tension between the impulse to guard one’s ‘inner life’ and
the knowledge that, as Audre Lorde writes, ‘your silence will
not protect you’. There is dexterity to the poems’ phrasing,
nimble in their movement, that enables them to journey into
rare places. They teem with grace and dignity, artful in their
shapes, sharp in their intelligence, and possessing of a good
ear, finely attuned to the inner soundscapes that fascinate
and motivate the writing.

Whether one reads Unexhausted Time as one long poem to step
into, or a series of titled and untitled fragments to pick up and
cherish, the work is healing and inspiring, always asking how we
might harness the power of naming without losing life’s ‘magic
unknownness’. By oﬀering these intangible encounters, Emily
Berry more truly presents ‘what being alive is’.
03/03/2022
9780571373840 | PB | £10.99 | 64pp

‘Emily Berry has a refreshingly free, not to say incendiary,
approach to poetry.’ Observer

VICTORIA ADUKWEI BULLEY is
a poet, writer and artist. She is
the recipient of an Eric Gregory
Award and has held residencies
internationally in the US, Brazil,
and at the V&A Museum in
London. She is currently a
doctoral student at Royal
Holloway, University of London,
where she is the recipient
of a Techne studentship for
practice-based research in
Creative Writing.

02/06/2022
9780571370337 | PB | £10.99 | 96pp

Ebook | 9780571373857

Ebook | 9780571370344
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The Waste Land Facsimile
T. S. Eliot
A full-colour, fiftieth-anniversary edition of the revolutionary
poem by T. S. Eliot.

03/02/2022

In 1968 the original manuscript of The Waste Land was
discovered and a facsimile edition published in 1971. It
was edited by the poet’s widow, Mrs Valerie Eliot, with an
illuminating introduction, explanatory notes and crossreferences, together with the text of the first published
version of the poem. This anniversary edition is a reissue of
the 1980 corrected text in full colour with new, additional
critical material to celebrate the evolution of the most
influential poem in modern literature.

9780571370856 | PB | £25 | 184pp
World ex USA

Zonal
Don Paterson
Don Paterson’s latest collection starts from the premise that
the crisis of mid-life may be a permanent state of mind. Zonal is
an experiment in science-fictional and fantastic autobiography,
taking us to places and spaces that feel endlessly surprising,
uncanny and limitless.
‘Shows this always inventive poet at his most original . . .
Zonal is a performance of sorts, never less than diabolically
clever and, on occasions, very moving.’ Literary Review

This Rare Spirit
Julia Copus

Girlhood
Julia Copus

The Built Moment
Lavinia Greenlaw

Charlotte Mew was regarded
as one of the great poets of her
age by fellow writers. Although
neglected since, her star is
beginning to rise again and
this is the first comprehensive
biography, from cradle to
grave. Fellow poet Julia Copus
sensitively reveals how Mew
transfigured private suﬀering
into an art of universal
resonance, aﬃrming Mew’s
place in the poetry canon.

Girlhood is a book of
transgressed boundaries and
seductive veneers. Restlessly
inquisitive, it exposes the
shifting power balance between
things on the verge of becoming
and the forces that threaten to
destroy them. The collection
concludes with a sequence set
in a psychiatric hospital that
powerfully reimagines Jacques
Lacan’s treatment of his most
famous case study, Marguerite
Pantaine.

The Built Moment explores what
we build out of the provisional:
beginnings and endings,
arrivals and departures, and the
moments we fix as memories,
fixing too their joy and pain.
The first section is a sequence
of poems about the dementia
of the poet’s father, while
the second looks towards
possibility, and proposes new
frameworks in the face of loss.

‘An exquisitely told
account.’ Claire Tomalin
‘An essential book, a
classic work of literary
biography.’ Irish Times

Winner of the inaugural Derek
Walcott Prize.
‘One of the many pleasures
of this phenomenal
collection . . . is that you
cannot predict the varied
ways in which these poems
will fly.’ Observer

‘Here’s a subtlety and an
intellectual curiosity . . .
that belies the wrench and
rawness of the material.’
Guardian
‘Lavinia Greenlaw’s coolly
intellectual poems have a
wide range of reference
and an underlying
urgency.’ Financial Times

‘An immersive experience
from which we return
changed and shaken.’
Irish Times

17/03/2022
9780571338252 | PB | £10.99 | 80pp
UK C/Wealth ex Can, Open EU
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100 Poems
Seamus Heaney

Loss
David Harsent

The Gododdin
Gillian Clarke

100 Poems is a selection from
across the entire arc of Seamus
Heaney’s poetry, chosen and
introduced by the Heaney
family. The result is a singular,
accessible collection for new
and younger readers that will
reach far and wide, now and for
years to come.

In Loss we learn of a conflicted
childhood, of love lost to
circumstance, of the press of
death on the protagonist’s
waking thoughts. He is a man
aﬀlicted by personal loss,
but also a man of his time,
all too aware of the troubled
world in which he lives. In this
powerful sequence, Harsent’s
breathtaking formal skills are
always in evidence.

In The Gododdin the former
National Poet of Wales
animates the historical epic
with modern musicality,
making it live in the language
of today. ‘[U]nderlining
individual deaths rather than
glorifying war’ (Guardian), the
poem charts the rise and fall
of 363 warriors in the battle of
Catraeth, around the year AD
600, in one hundred laments,
originally orally transmitted
as a sung elegy, passed down
for seven centuries before ever
being written down.

‘A kind of life in poems:
intimate, warm, richly
remembered.’
Sunday Times
‘Wonderfully produced . . .
it succeeds brilliantly.’
Irish News

‘This book is among
[Harsent]’s best.’ John
Burnside, New Statesman

‘A scrupulous and beautiful
rendition of a glory of
Britain and a European
marvel . . . A triumph.’
Carol Ann Duffy

The Death of
King Arthur
Simon Armitage

Pearl
Simon Armitage

Pearl is an entrancing
allegorical tale of grief and lost
Written around the year
love, as the narrator is led on
1400, the alliterative Morte
a Dantean journey through
Arthure was part of a medieval
Arthurian revival. It tells a story sorrow to redemption by
his vanished beloved, Pearl.
of warfare and politics – more
Retaining the music of the
specifically the ever-topical
matter of Britain’s relationship Middle English original, Pearl
is here brought to vivid and
with continental Europe and
intricate life in the care of
her military interests overseas.
The Poet Laureate’s translation one of the finest poets writing
expertly restores the detail and today.
‘Armitage decorates his
drama of this epic English story.
‘An entertaining modern
translation.’ Sunday Times
‘Armitage, on top form,
renders [Arthur] expertly.’
Independent
‘[It should] go straight on
the school curriculum, as
literature, as history or as
both.’ Sunday Express

faithful translation freely
with bold flourishes.’
Sunday Times
‘His Pearl has reanimated a
strange, marvellous work.’
Sydney Morning Herald
‘[Armitage conveys] the
feeling that can make
medieval art at once eerie
and wonderful.’ New Yorker

A Vertical Art:
Oxford Lectures
Simon Armitage
A Vertical Art gathers the
expansive and spirited public
lectures delivered by the Poet
Laureate during his acclaimed
four-year tenure as Oxford
University Professor of Poetry.
Querying the facile and obscure
ends of the poetry spectrum,
these are more than anything
personal essays that enquire
into the volatile and disputed
definitions of poetry from the
point of view of a dedicated
reader, a practising writer and a
lifelong champion of its power
and potential.
‘[Armitage] blended his
down-to-earth, often
flippant demeanor
with a brilliantly
understated, original
and captivating address,
which never strayed into
pretentiousness or selfimportance.’
Oxford Culture Review

07/04/2022

05/05/2022

05/05/2022

03/03/2022

19/05/2022

19/05/2022

9780571347162 | PB | £9.99 | 184pp

9780571290567 | PB | £10.99 | 160pp

9780571352128 | PB | £10.99 | 144pp

9780571298419 | PB | £10.99 | 192pp

9780571302963 | PB | £10.99 | 128pp

9780571357383 | PB | £16.99 | 320pp
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Six Bad Poets
Christopher Reid

Lines Off
Hugo Williams

Frolic and Detour
Paul Muldoon

Six Bad Poets is a farce-in-verse
from the Costa Book of the
Year winner, following the
exploits and mishaps of a group
of poets in their attempts
to navigate London literary
society. It is a fast-paced romp
through a world the author has
observed closely over many
years, and from which he
reports with merciless accuracy,
zest and humour.

‘Lines oﬀ’ is a term used
for lines spoken from the
wings of a theatre, or oﬀcamera in a film. It was while
Hugo Williams was out of
circulation following transplant
surgery that he wrote these
poems. Autobiographical,
psychological, remedial, Lines
Oﬀ heralds the return of this
acclaimed poet, back to the
stage of the page, oﬀering us
‘the performance of a lifetime’.

Ranging as it does from poems
that take as their subject matter
the Native American leaders
Joseph Brant and Mangas
Coloradas, through the Great
War, the Irish Rising, hunting
with eagles, the house wren,
all the way to the day-to-day
assault of twenty-first-century
America, Frolic and Detour
reminds us that the sidelong
glance is the sweetest, the
tangential approach the most
telling.

‘Reid’s phrasing is
impeccable.’ Guardian
‘Instantly and compellingly
rereadable.’ Spectator
‘The modern master of
the long narrative poem.’
William Boyd

‘A rare combination of
candour, tenderness and
sardonic self-reflection.’
Independent
‘[Williams] belongs on “that
special shelf near your
chair”.’ LA Review of Books

‘The most significant
English-language poet
born since the Second
World War.’
Times Literary Supplement

‘His hospital poems
rate as a great human
achievement.’ Spectator

02/06/2022

02/06/2022

21/04/2022

9780571304042 | PB | £8.99 | 96pp

9780571349760 | PB | £10.99 | 64pp

9780571354504 | PB | £10.99 | 144pp
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The Apple Family

A Pandemic Trilogy: What Do We Need to Talk About?;
And So We Come Forth; Incidental Moments of the Day

Richard Nelson
Forced into isolation as the pandemic rages, the Apple Family of
Rhinebeck, New York, gather over Zoom to weather the storms.
Written and performed over the course of summer 2020. With
an introduction and afterword by the author.
‘The First Great Original Play of Quarantine.’ New Yorker
‘I can’t think of another body of theatrical work that has
addressed so immediately, in such quotidian detail, the way
we live now.’ Ben Brantley, New York Times, Critic’s Pick
‘Immensely tender and beautifully constructed.’ Financial
Times
15/04/2021
9780571371112 | PB | £12.99 | 192pp
Ebook | 9780571371129
World English Language

‘It’s almost like you are watching a new art form being born.’
Vogue
‘The best example of Zoom theatre.’ Guardian

A Splinter of Ice
Ben Brown
Moscow, 1987. As the Cold War begins to thaw, an
extraordinary reunion takes place between one of the great
novelists of the twentieth century, Graham Greene, and his old
MI6 boss, the notorious Soviet spy, Kim Philby. It’s taken thirty
years and the beginnings of a new world order.
A Splinter of Ice was filmed at the Everyman Theatre,
Cheltenham, for release online in April 2021, before a UK tour.
‘A triumph.’ Daily Mail
‘Superb . . . a theatrical, live tension in a play which is much
more than a piece of history.’ Morning Star
‘Expertly calibrated performances . . . Absorbing.’ The Times
15/04/2021

The Visiting Hour
Frank McGuinness

Walden
Amy Berryman

Extinct
April de Angelis

You used to swing me on our
garden gate. In and out, in and out
– out and in, me, on top of the gate,
safe because I was in your arms, my
father’s big strong arms.

Old rivalries resurface as
Cassie, a NASA botanist,
returns from a year-long Moon
mission to join her estranged
twin sister, Stella, a former
NASA architect, and climate
activist Bryan, in a remote
cabin in the woods.

I want you to imagine me in a
crowd of people. It’s 2030 and the
mean temperature this summer has
been 40 degrees celsius. It’s midday.
The sun is nuclear hot. There have
been spontaneous outbreaks of
fires round the country, the closest
to us in Epping forest, a monster
conflagration which raged for three
weeks.

An elderly father weaves
his life, as if in a dream.
His daughter responds with
conflicting memories as
they sing and argue, their
profound love apparent despite
themselves, until the visiting
hour is up.
Written during the pandemic,
The Visiting Hour premiered live
online at the Gate Theatre,
Dublin, in 2021.

Walden premiered at the Harold
Pinter Theatre, London, in
May 2021, as part of the
RE:EMERGE season.
‘A fresh and ambitious new
play. A giant leap for the
West End.’ Telegraph
‘A big ambitious play.
Compelling.’ Independent

‘A sense of ritual pervades
both the text and elegantly
polished production.’
Guardian

‘Bursts with big ideas . . .
a rare kind of alchemy.
I urge you to see it.’
Evening Standard

‘One of the best online
theatrical experiences
since COVID.’ Arts Review

‘Intelligent, soulful drama.
An original play of ideas.’
Guardian

A woman stands alone on
stage. She has one hour to
avert catastrophe. She’ll give
everything she has.
Addressing the climate
emergency head on, Extinct
includes testimony from
environmental activists. It
opened at Stratford East in
June 2021.
‘Builds its drama with its
own gripping truth . . .
Necessary and urgent.’
Guardian

9780571371389 | PB | £9.99 | 96pp
Ebook | 9780571371396
World English Language
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Shedding a Skin
Amanda Wilkin

The Sun, the Moon, and the Stars
Dipo Baruwa-Etti

Sometimes you didn’t mean to yell that.

This is bout those men

Sometimes you have to lay low until you’ve figured it out.

who stripped him of his crown,

And sometimes, sometimes you have to hibernate until you’ve healed.

treated that charcoal skin like concrete.

This is a new day.

Peace will only come

A young woman finds herself at rock bottom, until she forms an
unlikely intergenerational bond with her landlady.

when I make em come undone.
The Sun, the Moon, and the Stars explores trauma, rage and the
extent one woman will go in her quest for justice. It premiered at
Stratford East in June 2021.

Written and performed by Amanda Wilkin, Shedding a Skin
premiered at Soho Theatre, London, in 2021.
Winner of Soho Theatre’s Verity Bargate Award.

‘Unmissable . . . entrancing . . . epic.’ Time Out
‘A 60-minute solo tour de force . . . this is a blinder.’ Evening
Standard

‘A wondrous weepie of a show . . . I defy anyone to walk out
untouched.’ Guardian
17/06/2021
9780571372737 | PB | £9.99 | 96pp
Ebook | 9780571372744
World English Language

‘Wilkin is a sensation as a woman on the brink of a
breakdown.’ Independent
‘A shrewd and zingy comedy, which takes a surprisingly
tender turn.’ Daily Telegraph

03/06/2021
9780571369225 | PB | £9.99 | 96pp
Ebook | 9780571369232
World English Language

Constellations
Nick Payne

Anna X
Joseph Charlton

One drink. And if you never want to see me again you never have to see
me again.

And the Internet has democratised overly. But you know what? People
love hierarchy. It infuriates them but it makes them horny. It’s gold dust.

Constellations explores love, free will, and friendship through
quantum multiverse theory and honey.

It’s all about concept, and it’s so easy. Anna and Ariel, they
curate and create and know what people want. The fashionistas,
the art scene, the elite party circuit. Outsiders who infiltrate.
Appearance is everything. And then it isn’t. And there’s a price
to pay.

Constellations premiered at the Royal Court Theatre Upstairs,
London, in 2012, and transferred to the Duke of York’s. It
opened on Broadway in 2015; and at the Vaudeville Theatre,
London, in 2021.

Anna X premiered at VAULT Festival and transferred to the
Harold Pinter Theatre, London, in 2021.

‘Nick Payne’s gorgeous two-character drama may be the
most sophisticated date play Broadway has seen.’
New York Times

01/07/2021
9780571373499 | PB | £9.99 | 80pp

‘This debut play is one that stands out: the writing, in verse,
is lacerating yet full of grace, and Nadia Fall’s production
radiates kinetic energy.’ The Stage

‘A high-concept romance – a Sliding Doors to the power of
100 . . . playful and profound, comic and mournful . . .
A theatrical multiverse indeed.’ Guardian

‘The last line is “Perfect” – and that about sums this play up.’
Telegraph

15/07/2021
9780571372492 | PB | £9.99 | 96pp

Ebook | 9780571289080

Ebook | 9780571372508
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‘Fresh, exciting, as shiny as a Jeff Koons sculpture . . .
a blast.’ Evening Standard
‘Frenetic, fun and ultra-cool.’ Guardian
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LOU KUENZLER is the author of
numerous books for children,
including My Digger is Bigger,
Eat Your People, Our Beautiful
Game, the Shrinking Violet
series, the Princess DisGrace
series, the Bella Broomstick
series and Not Yet, Zebra. She
lives in London.
JULIA WOOLF worked for
twenty years in animation,
including twelve years working
in the US for Dreamworks. She
is the illustrator of Giraffe on
a Bicycle, Not Yet, Zebra and
various board books. She lives
in Kent.

The Robber Raccoon
Lou Kuenzler and Julia Woolf

Yes You Can, Cow
Rashmi Sirdeshpande and Rikin Parekh

From the team behind the bestselling Not Yet, Zebra
comes this cheeky and characterful book about
upcycling.

Two showstopping talents have created a playful and
witty nursery rhyme production!

Rosie Raccoon is up to no good,

READY . . . STEADY . . . GO . . .

out and about in a grand neighbourhood . . .
But she needs to watch out. The police are after her, and it’s not
long before she’s feeling the furry arm of the law . . .
An exquisitely illustrated night-time adventure starring an
adorable and mischievous raccoon. Children and adults will be
enchanted by this eco-friendly mystery.

Yes, you can, Cow! We believe in you!
It’s the Nursery Rhyme’s big performance, but Cow is having
second thoughts. She’s too scared to jump! What if she crashes?
Will everyone laugh?
The curtain’s almost up and the audience are waiting. Can Cow
overcome her fear of failure and become the star of the show?
A gorgeous, heartwarming story about believing in yourself and
doing your best based on the ever-popular nursery rhyme ‘Hey
Diddle Diddle’.

03/02/2022

RASHMI SIRDESHPANDE is a
lawyer turned author. Her books
include Never Show a T-Rex a
Book, Dosh, How to Change the
World and Good News. When
she’s not writing, you’ll find her
on her yoga mat.
RIKIN PAREKH is an illustrator
based in London who works
in primary schools. His books
include Fly Tiger Fly, Iguana
Boy, The Worst Class in the
World and This Book Has
Alpacas. When he’s not drawing
you’ll find him at the cinema or
Comic Con.
03/03/2022

9780571361823 | PB | £6.99 | 32pp

9780571359660 | PB | £6.99 | 32pp

9780571361816 | HB | £12.99

9780571374762 | US HB | £12.99

Ebook | 9780571361830

Ebook | 9780571359677
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LAURA DOCKRILL is an awardwinning author and illustrator.
She has written thirteen books
for children, as well as What
Have I Done?, her first book
for adults. Laura has appeared
on a host of TV and radio
programmes and has written for
the BFI, BBC Radio, Channel 4,
The British Council, The Young
Vic and the National Theatre.
SANDHYA PRABHAT is an
animator and illustrator based
in the Bay Area, California and
is from Chennai, India. She has
illustrated various picture books
including I Am Brown and
Ignore the Trolls.

Punk Rocker Poodle
Laura Dockrill and Sandhya Prabhat

A Very Monkey Bedtime
Alex English and Pauline Gregory

This punk rocker poodle is full of attitude – modelled
on the average terrible toddler!

How are you supposed to get ready for bed when you
are surrounded by monkeys who won’t stop messing
about?

No school.

I’m sure my mum won’t mind, I thought, he’s really very small.

No THANKS.

One tiny pygmy marmoset could do no harm at all . . .

No. NO. NO!
Laura Dockrill’s inimitable style of poetic rap is brilliantly
suited to this romp through the house and round and round the
playgroup, as one little poodle demonstrates what fun it is to
stomp and stamp and pout . . . that is until naptime, when all
she really wants is a . . . CUDDLE!
There is a funky music video quality to this text, and the eye
popping artwork matches the anarchic playfulness of the rap!

But when he is followed by six red-handed howlers, six
macaques, ten capuchins and two great big baboons there’s
going to be trouble! Surely mum will notice the banana skins,
the toothpaste, the handprints on the walls . . .
Alex’s hilarious rhyming text matched with Pauline’s expressive
illustrations makes for the perfect bedtime read!

07/04/2022

ALEX ENGLISH grew up in
Hampshire and lives near
Paris. Her picture books
have been shortlisted for the
Dundee Picture Book Award,
chosen by BookTrust for their
Bookstart Corner programme
and selected for the Summer
Reading Challenge.
PAULINE GREGORY is a Devon
based illustrator who has
illustrated a number of picture
books. She takes inspiration
from the funny and endearing
things animals and people do
everyday as well as the superb
imagination that children have.

05/05/2022
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RICHARD SCARRY was
unquestionably one of the
most-loved children’s authors
of all time. He wrote more than
250 books which have gone
on to sell more than 150 million
copies globally. Mr Scarry, who
was born in Boston and moved
to Switzerland in 1968, once
wrote: ‘It’s a precious thing to
be communicating to children,
helping them discover the gift
of language and thought.’

Dr Doctor
Richard Scarry

Tyrannosaurus Veg
Smriti Halls and Katherina Manolessou

Classic Richard Scarry: gifted humorist, national
treasure, newly published by Faber.

This dino dares to be different – veggie style!

Two enchanting stories outlining just how vital doctors are to
our lives – Mr and Mrs Doctor care for their community, and
in the second story, celebrate the birth of their own children!
Another classic from one of the founding fathers of children’s
illustration.

At dinner-time he often felt that he did not fit in.

‘An awe-inspiring legacy.’ Dapo Adeola
‘Treasure troves of detail.’ Chris Mould
‘A delight.’ Sara Ogilvie

Reginald the T-rex . . . has one small worry, one teeny, tiny thing . . .
For while the other T-rexes munched on juicy steak . . .
Reginald the T-rex ate crunchy CARROT CAKE!
T-rexes eat meat, meat, meat, but not Reg. He’s all about the
fruit and veg. After endless teasing he decides to leave and join
the herbivores – but that’s not much fun . . . and he soon returns
to save the T-rex crew, bringing his excellent physique and
strength into play!

‘What a talent.’ David Tazzyman
‘The epitome of charm.’ Sheena Dempsey
‘One of my favourite illustrators.’ Allen Fatimaharan
‘So much fun.’ Neal Layton
‘Zen-like chaos.’ Rikin Parekh
‘Extraordinarily detailed illustrations.’ Arthur Robins
05/05/2022

SMRITI HALLS is an awardwinning, critically acclaimed
children’s author. Several of her
books have been nominated
and shortlisted for national
awards. Smriti was BookTrust’s
Writer in Residence. South
Indian by birth, British by
nationality and London-loving
by heart, Smriti lives near
Richmond Park.
KATHERINA MANOLESSOU
is a London-based illustrator,
printmaker and lecturer. Her
children’s books have been
co-editioned in 16 different
countries. She is currently
senior lecturer on the MA in
Children’s Book Illustration at
Cambridge School of Art.
02/06/2022
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9780571372577 | PB | £6.99 | 32pp

EBOOK | 9780571375028

Ebook | 9780571373048
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JOAN-MAREE HARGREAVES
has worked in publishing and
magazines for more than a
decade and has edited various
children’s titles including
National Geographic Kids. She
lives in Sydney, Australia.
MARITA BULLOCK has worked
as an academic and secondary
school teacher across the
fields of Cultural Studies, Film,
Art and Literature. She lives in
Sydney, Australia.
LIZ ROWLAND is a British
illustrator. Since graduating
from Falmouth University,
Liz has worked with clients
including Vogue, Gourmet
Traveller and Visit Britain.

The Big Book of Festivals
Joan-Maree Hargreaves, Marita Bullock
and Liz Rowland

Two Terrible Vikings
and Grunt the Berserker
Francesca Simon and Steve May

Explore some of the most thrilling cultural and religious
festivals from around the world!

The world’s very worst Vikings are back to dash our
hopes and fail our expectations!

From Diwali, the Indian festival of light, to the Spanish tomatothrowing festival La Tomatina, to the Belgian Festival of Giants,
this book is the perfect introduction to some of the world’s most
incredible cultural and religious celebrations.

It’s not easy being the WORST at everything!

Exquisitely illustrated by Liz Rowland, every page is packed with
fascinating fun filled facts!
Some festivals are outrageously joyful, others are more serious.
All of them bring people together to mark the big events in life.
So dive into this riotous explosion of colour as we feast, sing,
cry and celebrate the diversity of festivals and traditions this
wonderful world of ours has to oﬀer.

Hack and Whack are the very worst Vikings in the village –
until a fierce and stinky berserker moves in – NEXT DOOR!
WILL the brand new school help the twins outwit this villain
and his vicious dog, Muddy Butt?
And will Twisty Pants, Dirty Ulf and Elsa Gold-Hair help to
vanquish this foul fiend?
‘As joyously anarchic as Horrid Henry.’ Cressida Cowell
‘A great new series for early readers.’ BookTrust
‘A wonderfully absurd, anarchic romp.’ Sarah McIntyre
‘Immensely appealing to children of five and up.’ Literary
Review

01/02/2022

FRANCESCA SIMON is
universally known for the
staggeringly popular Horrid
Henry series. These books have
sold over 20 million copies and
are published in 27 countries.
She is also the author of Costashortlisted The Monstrous Child
and various picture books. She
lives in North London.
STEVE MAY is an animation
director and illustrator. Steve
has illustrated books by Jeremy
Strong, Philip Reeve, Harry Hill
and Phil Earle, as well as the
Dennis the Menace series. He
lives in North London.

03/02/2022
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9780571349517 | PB | £6.99 | 96pp

Ebook | 9780571370245
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HARRY HEAPE is an artist, a
visionary and a very successful
none-of-your-businessman.
A shy and quiet man, he lives
and writes in deepest, darkest
Hahahahalifax. Harry has written
the hilarious Shiny Pippin
series.
REBECCA BAGLEY lives in Bath.
She has illustrated brilliant
books such as the Shiny
Pippin series, Don’t Mess with
a Princess and Armadillo and
Hare.

Indiana Bones and the Lost Library
Harry Heape and Rebecca Bagley

Spies
David Long and Terri Po

Indiana Bones is back for a second dogtastic detective
escapade!

Discover the thrilling lives of spies and secret agents
from Blue Peter Award-winning David Long and rising
star Terri Po.

Once again he and his bestest friend, Aisha, have to gather their
wits, courage and plenty of snacks to sniﬀ out clues and solve a
twisty mystery.
Still on the hunt for the Avenger’s lost treasure, the intrepid
travellers set oﬀ on another trek, this time to the Temple of
Diana at Ephesus. But nothing is ever simple for our heroes, and
the slippery Serpent and stinky Ringo are still hot on their tails,
determined to thwart their every move.
An irresistible comical adventure.
‘Funny and clever . . . A heartfelt adventure story.’ Kirkus

02/06/2022
9780571353521 | PB | £6.99 | 272pp

A single spy can save thousands upon thousands of lives . . .
From Harry Ree, teacher turned saboteur, to Margery Booth,
the spy who sang for Hitler, to Scotch Lass, Britain’s smallest
ever agent, discover twenty-seven of the most courageous and
daring spies . . .
For as long as there have been secrets to keep, there have
been spies, the world over, trying to uncover this classified
information. Spying goes on all the time, and everywhere, but
some of the most astonishing exploits occur during wartime.
The stories in this beautiful collection unpick some of the most
astonishing missions undertaken during World War Two –
actions that helped to save many lives. Amazingly, many of these
tales had to remain a deadly secret at the time and are little
known even to this day.

Ebook | 9780571353538

Writer and historian DAVID
LONG is the award-winning
and bestselling author of the
acclaimed Survivors series,
Pirates Magnified, We are
Romans, The World’s Most
Magnificent Machines, Tragedy
at Sea and more than twenty
other non-fiction books on
a wide range of historical
subjects. He lives in Suffolk.
TERRI PO is a children’s book
illustrator who was highly
commended in the FAB Prize.
She is originally from Hong
Kong but graduated from the
University of Edinburgh in 2018.
02/06/2022
9780571361847 | HB | £14.99 | 192pp
Ebook | 9780571361861
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More stunning
reissues with covers
by Daniela Terrazzini
coming in 2022!

DRAFT COVER

NEW
PAPERBACK
COVER TO
COME

Once told by poet Ted Hughes
her writing was ‘dangerous’, it
took EMMA CARROLL twenty
years of teaching and a lifechanging cancer diagnosis to
feel brave enough to give her
dream of being an author a try.
Nowadays, she’s the ‘Queen of
Historical Fiction’ (BookTrust)
and has been nominated for
and the winner of numerous
awards. Emma’s home is in the
Somerset hills with her husband
and two terriers.

The Week at World’s End
Emma Carroll

Carnival of the Lost
Kieran Larwood and Sam Usher

The hotly anticipated new standalone from the Queen
of Historical Fiction – now in paperback!

A brand new series set in a wonderfully murky,
carnivalesque world of intrigue, unexpected friendships
and mysteries solved.

Britain, 1962.
Nothing ever happens in World’s End Close. So when Stevie
discovers a runaway girl, the first thing she does is fetch her best
friend, Ray. Both are dying for a bit of adventure, and when the
girl begs for help, they readily agree.
Yet Stevie and Ray soon realise they’ve taken on more than
they bargained for. The girl, Anna, reveals she’s on the run from
people who are trying to poison her. Meanwhile, on the news,
the Americans and Russians are arguing over missiles in Cuba.
As the threat of war grows, Anna becomes more mysterious.
And when Stevie unearths a dark family secret, she wonders if
Anna has come to World’s End Close on purpose, with a special
message just for her . . .
‘One of her finest novels to date.’ Bookseller

03/03/2022

When Sheba the wolf girl joins the Carnival of the Lost – an
extraordinary theatre troupe – she feels, for the first time in her
life, that she fits in. But her stage act is not all she has to think
about.
Children are being sucked into the Thames never to reappear.
And there have been strange sightings of a mechanical monster.
Because these children are the poorest of the poor, scavenging
for treasure in the mud, their disappearances have been largely
ignored. Until the Carnival of the Lost decide to get involved.
They know firsthand that looks only tell half a story . . .
Featuring Pyewacket the witches’ imp, Mama Rat, a giant and
Sister Moon, a ninja knife thrower . . .
Illustrated with black and white artwork from superstar
illustrator, Sam Usher.

9780571332830 | PB | £7.99 | 320pp

KIERAN LARWOOD is the
award-winning and bestselling
author of the Five Realms
series that started with The
Legend of Podkin One-Ear. He
was a teacher but now writes
full-time although, if anybody
was watching, they might think
he just daydreams a lot.
SAM USHER is a multi awardwinning illustrator. His books
include the Seasons series,
The Birthday Duck, The MostLoved Bear and The Umbrella
Mouse. Also a talented pianist,
when he’s not scribbling you’ll
find him perfecting a fiendishly
difficult Chopin piece.
03/02/2022
9780571364503 | PB | £7.99 | 256pp
Ebook | 9780571364510
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KIERAN LARWOOD worked as
a teacher and has just about
recovered. He now writes
full-time although, if anybody
was watching, they might think
he just daydreams a lot. His
mapping out of the word of The
Five Realms is second to none,
so it’s no wonder his books are
an immersive thrill.
DAVID WYATT is an illustrator
living in Devon. He has
illustrated tales by well-known
authors such as Terry Pratchett,
Philip Pullman and
J. R. R. Tolkien.
Fabulous covers by
Fernando Juarez
07/04/2022

Uki and the Ghostburrow
Kieran Larwood and David Wyatt

The Book Cat
Polly Faber and Clara Vulliamy

From bestselling author and winner of the Blue Peter
Book Award, this is the sixth adventure set in the world
of Podkin One-Ear – now in paperback.

This is a classic wartime tale of a (real!) cat who made
his home at the Faber offices and decided he’d never
leave – now in paperback!

After capturing Charice, there is only one spirit left for Uki
to find: Mortix, the most dangerous of all. With his friends
Jori, Cole and Kree, Uki heads to Eisenfell – the greatest city
in Hulstland – only to find that Mortix has taken control of
Emperor Ash and is plotting to conquer the whole Five Realms
with her terrifying army.

‘This time we need to get you – get all of the kittens, safe out of London,’
said Morgan decisively . . . ‘To have a chance for a better life, well, let’s
just say, I’ve got an idea.’

Uki must dodge the Endwatch, the Shrikes, Clan Septys and the
guards and find a way to complete his quest before all is lost.
‘Storytelling perfection.’ Sophie Anderson
‘One of my sons’ very favourite authors.’ Romesh
Ranganathan
‘Superb.’ Max Porter

Morgan is a young orphan who lives oﬀ scavenging – until he
finds a cosy home at a famous London publishing house. Over
time he learns a trade – and soon becomes the very best Book
Cat in the business. And then the Blitz begins. Morgan finds
himself training up twenty odd kittens to be Book Cats, and
then there is the small matter of secretly evacuating them out of
London. Happily, Morgan has a plan.
Set in war-torn London, charmingly illustrated, and full of heart
and verve.

‘It’s jolly good fun . . . expect sequels to breed like . . . well,
rabbits.’ SFX on The Legend of Podkin One-Ear

POLLY FABER writes books for
children. She lives in London
with her husband, two sons and
two cats. Her books include
Picking Pickle and the Mango
and Bambang series.
CLARA VULLIAMY is perhaps
best known for her Dixie
O’Day series, for which she
collaborated with her mother,
Shirley Hughes. She teamed up
with Polly for the Mango and
Bambang series and Picking
Pickle. Clara has written and
illustrated the Dotty Detective
and Marshmallow Pie the Cat
Superstar series.

03/03/2022
9780571357895 | PB | £6.99 | 144pp

9780571342860 | PB | £7.99 |416pp
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MARISSA MEYER is the #1 New
York Times–bestselling author of
the Renegades Trilogy, and The
Lunar Chronicles series.
Marissa Meyer – 104.3k Twitter,
116k Insta
Julie Murphy – Dumplin’, 25.6k
Twitter, 29.9k Insta
Leah Johnson – You Should See
Me in a Crown, 18.6k Twitter, 11.8k
Insta
Sandhya Menon – When Dimple
Met Rishi, 16.2k Twitter, 10.8k
Insta
Anna-Marie McLemore – The
Mirror Season, 13k Twitter

Serendipity

Love is just around the corner in this diverse collection
of stories edited by #1 New York Times-bestselling
author, Marissa Meyer.
The secret admirer.
The fake relationship.
The matchmaker.
Stories of first love, unrequited love, love that surprises, love
that’s been there all along, from ten of the brightest and awardwinning authors in YA. Readers will swoon for this collection of
stories that celebrate love at its most humorous, inclusive, heartexpanding and serendipitous.
Contributors include Elise Bryant, Elizabeth Eulberg, Leah
Johnson, Anna-Marie McLemore, Marissa Meyer, Sandhya
Menon, Julie Murphy, Caleb Roehrig, Sarah Winifred Searle and
Abigail Hing Wen.

When I Was the Greatest
Jason Reynolds and Akhran Girmay
From #1 New York Times-bestselling author Jason
Reynolds, a coming-of-age novel about friendship
and loyalty, illustrated for the first time by awardwinning illustrator Akhran Girmay.
A lot of the stuﬀ that gives my neighbourhood a bad name, I don’t
really mess with. The guns and drugs and all that, not really my thing.
Ali’s got enough going on, between school and boxing and
helping out at home. His best friend Noodles, though. Now
there’s a dude looking for trouble – and, somehow, it’s always
Ali around to pick up the pieces.
And then there’s Needles. Needles is Noodles’s brother. He’s
got a syndrome, and gets these ticks and blurts out the wildest
things. But, it’s all cool until they find themselves somewhere
they never should’ve been – where the people aren’t so
friendly, and even less forgiving.
‘Funny and rewarding.’ Publisher’s Weekly

04/01/2022

9780571369645 | PB | £7.99 | 128pp

‘Moving and thought-provoking.’ Kirkus

Ebook | 9780571373758

AKHRAN GIRMAY is a FAB Prize
winning illustrator. His illustrated
edition of the award-winning
All American Boys by Jason
Reynolds and Brendan Kiely is
publishing in 2021. Akhran lives
in Bristol.
03/02/2022

‘Unexpectedly gorgeous.’ Booklist

9780571373543 | PB | £12.99 | 304pp

JASON REYNOLDS is a
Carnegie winner and critically
acclaimed, multi award-winning
American writer and poet. He is
National Ambassador for Young
People’s Literature in the US,
and is the author of several
books including All American
Boys, Boy in the Black Suit,
Long Way Down and the Run
series.

Ebook | 9780571369652
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JASON REYNOLDS is a
Carnegie winner and critically
acclaimed, multi award-winning
writer and poet. He is National
Ambassador for Young People’s
Literature in the US, and has
written several books including
All American Boys, Boy in the
Black Suit, Long Way Down and
the Run series.
JASON GRIFFIN’s first
publishing endeavour was My
Name Is Jason, Mine too, with
Jason Reynolds. He’s a gallery
artist/street artist/moleskin
book artist whose works also
show up in the Washington
Post.

Oxygen Mask
Jason Reynolds and Jason Griffin

Bitter
Akwaeke Emezi

A searing graphic novel from Jason Reynolds and
street artist Jason Griffin.

Bitter, a companion novel to critically acclaimed Pet,
takes a timely and riveting look at the power of youth,
protest and art.

And so for anyone who didn’t really know what it means to not be able
to breathe, REALLY breathe, for generations, now you know. And those
who already do, you’ll be nodding yep yep, that is exactly how it is . . .
Intimately set within the walls of a family home, this book is an
incredible artefact of the historic year we have all lived through.
We travel from the depths of despair but not without hope;
the mundane details contained within four walls becomes our
sanctuary. This is a gift in commemoration of a time and place,
of a world wide pandemic, of loss and of the murder of George
Floyd. It is a reminder of how, in uncertain times, we can cling
to the simple things for respite, for hope. A reminder of how
comforting books and artworks are in times of extreme stress.

Bitter is thrilled to have been chosen to attend Eucalyptus, a
special school where she can focus on her painting surrounded
by other creative teens. But outside this haven, the streets are
filled with protests against the deep injustices that grip the
town of Lucille.
Bitter’s instinct is to stay safe within the walls of Eucalyptus
. . . but her friends aren’t willing to settle for a world that
the adults say is ‘just the way things are.’ Pulled between old
friendships, her creative passion, and a new romance, Bitter
isn’t sure where she belongs – in the art studio or in the streets.
And if she does find a way to help the revolution, she must also
ask: at what cost?

AKWAEKE EMEZI (they/them) is
the New York Times-bestselling
author of Pet, a finalist for
the National Book Award; The
Death of Vivek Oji, which was
longlisted for the Dylan Thomas
Prize and Freshwater, which
was longlisted for the Wellcome
Book Prize and the Women’s
Prize for Fiction and shortlisted
for the PEN/Hemingway Award
and the Lambda Literary Award.

15/02/2022

02/06/2022

9780571371198 | PB | £7.99 | 224pp

9780571374748 | HB | £14.99 | 384pp

Ebook | 9780571371204

9780571374755 | Ebook
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CHRISTINE PILLAINAYAGAM
is a writer and retail strategist,
who lives in North London. A
fascination with The Beatles
and the desire to write a
story that reflected her own
experiences growing up as a
first-generation immigrant, led
her to write her debut novel,
Ellie Pillai is Brown. A singer and
songwriter, she also writes a
blog: thelittlebrownbook.co.uk
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Ellie Pillai is Brown
Christine Pillainayagam

Musical Truth
Jeffrey Boakye and Ngadi Smart

The perfect coming-of-age romance by the most
spectacularly funny and original debut UK YA voice.

This extraordinary retelling of black British history will
dazzle readers of all ages – now in paperback!

My name is Ellie. Ellie Pillai . . . And I suppose I am a little bit weird,
but then, aren’t we all, just a little bit?

Music can carry the stories of history like a message in a bottle.

Most days, Ellie Pillai is somewhere between invisible, and not
very cool – and usually she’s okay with that. But suddenly, Ellie
feels diﬀerent. Maybe it’s the new boy at school who makes
her brain explode into rainbows every time she sees him (and
also happens to be going out with her best friend), or maybe
it’s her new drama teacher, the one who seems to have noticed
she exists. Suddenly, her misfit style, her skin colour, her
songwriting, and all that getting lost in the music in her head
seem to be okay too. Because maybe standing out isn’t a bad
thing after all.

Lord Kitchener, Neneh Cherry, Smiley Culture, Stormzy . .
. Groundbreaking musicians whose songs have changed the
world. But how? This exhilarating playlist tracks some of the
key shifts in modern British history, and explores the emotional
impact of 28 songs and the artists who performed them. This
book redefines British history, the Empire and postcolonialism,
and will invite you to think again about the narratives and key
moments in history that you have been taught up to now.
Thrilling, urgent, entertaining and thought-provoking, this
beautifully illustrated companion to modern black music is a
revelation and a delight.
‘Engaging and accomplished . . . perfectly judged for young
readers.’ Guardian

JEFFREY BOAKYE is a writer,
teacher and music enthusiast
originally from Brixton, London.
His books include Hold Tight
and Black, Listed. He is
also the co-author of What
is Masculinity? Why Does
it Matter? And Other Big
Questions. Jeffrey lives in East
Yorkshire.
NGADI SMART is an awardwinning Sierra Leonean visual
artist based between London
(UK) and Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire).
She has illustrated for The
Guardian and Eastpak and
won the 2020 FAB Prize for
illustration.

05/05/2022
07/04/2022

9780571366910 | PB | £7.99 | 400pp

9780571366491 | PB | £7.99 | 224pp

Ebook | 9780571366927
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GEORGE ORWELL (1903-1950)
is one of the world’s most
influential writers, the visionary
author of Animal Farm and
Nineteen Eighty-four.
CHRIS MOULD has illustrated
the gamut from picture books
and young fiction, to theatre
posters and satirical cartoons,
to illustrating Ted Hughes’
The Iron Man to much critical
success. He lives in Yorkshire,
and when he’s not drawing
and writing, you’ll find him . . .
actually, he’s never not drawing
or writing.

Animal Farm
George Orwell and Chris Mould
One of our hand-picked classics that no home
should be without, Animal Farm is the classic story
of revolution – now in paperback with fabulous
illustrations by Chris Mould.
All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others.
Orwell’s tale of propaganda, power and greed has never felt
more pertinent. With stunning inside illustrations by Chris
Mould.
It’s just an ordinary farm – until the animals revolt. They get rid
of the irresponsible farmer. Two young pigs assume command.
The other animals are sure that life is improving, but as systems
are replaced and half-truths are retold, a new hierarchy emerges
...

06/01/2022
9780571355907 | PB | £9.99 | 160pp
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9780571336395 | £6.99

9780571329465 | £6.99

9780571314102 | £6.99

9780571331055 | £6.99

9780571338931 | £6.99

9780571330690 | £7.99
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9780571329441 | £6.99

9780571328727 | £6.99

9780571328697 | £6.99

9780571324163 | £6.99

9780571340019 | £6.99

9780571365609 | £6.99

9780571370405 | £6.99

9780571345441 | £6.99

9780571334193 | £6.99

9780571331246 | £6.99

9780571372577 | £6.99

9780571335961 | £6.99

9780571349470 | £6.99

9780571331178 | £6.99

9780571358311 | £6.99

9780571352746 | £6.99

9780571361175 | £12.99

9780571361229 | £6.99

DRAFT
COVER

DRAFT
COVER

9780571337514 | £6.99

9780571350209 | £6.99

9780571329762 | £6.99

9780571351718 | £6.99

9780571359660 | £6.99

9780571375011 | £6.99

9780571361823 | £6.99

9780571337767 | £6.99

9780571336371 | £6.99

9780571339297 | £6.99

9780571361205 | £7.99

9780571361243 | £6.99

9780571336548 | £6.99

9780571364480 | £6.99

DRAFT
COVER

9780571336425 | £6.99

9780571352760 | £6.99
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7–9

5-7

9780571302505 | £6.99

9780571302529 | £6.99

9780571302543 | £6.99

9780571302567 | £6.99

9780571323302 | £5.99

9780571324439 | £5.99

9780571336906 | £5.99

9780571336982 | £5.99

9780571352418 | £5.99

9780571320684 | £6.99

9780571320707 | £6.99

9780571350360 | £6.99

9780571329731 | £6.99

9780571335183 | £6.99

9780571335206 | £6.99

9780571335220 | £6.99

9780571327546 | £6.99

9780571327560 | £6.99

9780571315406 | £5.99

9780571315437 | £6.99

9780571334681 | £6.99

9780571337781 | £6.99

9780571332151 | £6.99

9780571332175 | £6.99

9780571332199 | £6.99

9780571353507 | £6.99

9780571353521 | £6.99

9780571337804 | £6.99

9780571316588 | £5.99

9780571316601 | £6.99

9780571357895 | £6.99

9780571349494 | £6.99

9780571337057 | £6.99

9780571349517 | £6.99

9780571337071 | £6.99

9780571348985 | £6.99

9780571335060 | £6.99
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9780571325580 | £6.99

9780571361120 | £6.99

9780571328918 | £5.99
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9780571284498 | £6.99

9780571286812 | £6.99

9780571284474 | £6.99

9780571305315 | £6.99

9780571328352 | £5.99

9780571328369 | £5.99

9780571328376 | £5.99

9780571328383 | £5.99

9780571305339 | £6.99

9780571317103 | £6.99

9780571321780 | £6.99

9780571298273 | £5.99

9780571284184 | £5.99

9780571341207 | £7.99

9780571281749 | £6.99

9780571280377 | £7.99

9780571298310 | £5.99

9780571298297 | £5.99

9780571298334 | £5.99

9780571322244 | £5.99

9780571307333 | £5.99

9780571307357 | £5.99

9780571307371 | £5.99

9780571370221 | £12.99

9780571317578 | £6.99

9780571317653 | £7.99

9780571328499 | £7.99

9780571350407 | £7.99

9–11

9780571325207 | £5.99

9780571328314 | £5.99

9780571328390 | £5.99

9780571328291 | £5.99

9780571328321 | £5.99

9780571328338 | £5.99
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9780571328307 | £5.99
9780571295449 | £7.99

9780571297160 | £7.99

9780571341801 | £5.99

9780571327584 | £7.99

9780571328345 | £5.99
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9780571332816 | £7.99

9780571332830 | £7.99

9780571326761 | £7.99

9780571326785 | £7.99

9781846685668 | £6.99

9780571340200 | £6.99

9780571328420 | £7.99

9780571328451 | £7.99

DRAFT
COVER

9780571349432 | £6.99

9780571346301 | £6.99

9780571346851 | £7.99

9780571342327 | £7.99

9780571342808 | £7.99

9780571342839 | £7.99

9780571342860 | £7.99

9780571364503 | £7.99

9780571336562 | £7.99

9780571311651 | £6.99

9780571311675 | £6.99

9780571332212 | £6.99

9780571307395 | £7.99

9780571307418 | £6.99

9780571309641 | £6.99

9780571297702 | £6.99

9780571332236 | £7.99

9780571335732 | £6.99

9780571294619 | £7.99

9780571298426 | £7.99

9780571323029 | £6.99

9780571304936 | £6.99

9780571339662 | £10.99

9780571346295 | £10.99

REISSUE
COVER TO
COME

9780571317950 | £7.99

9780571347582 | £7.99

9780571333486 | £7.99
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9781846682797 | £6.99

9780571346332 | £10.99

9780571347186 | £20.00

9780571361847 | £14.99
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9780571216727 | £6.99
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9–11

9780571274697 | £8.99

9780571310531 | £8.99

9780571304080 | £6.99

9780571337835 | £6.99

9780571325252 | £7.99

9780571325412 | £7.99

9780571325436 | £7.99

9780571327034 | £7.99

9780571326952 | £7.99

9780571326969 | £6.99

9780571297993 | £6.99

9780571322336 | £6.99

9780571313730 | £7.99

9780571313761 | £7.99

9780571335121 | £7.99

9780571366019 | £9.99

DRAFT
COVER

9780571323562 | £7.99

9780571348763 | £7.99

9780571332540 | £7.99

9780571332564 | £7.99

9780571356126 | £7.99

9780571366750 | £7.99

9780571369454 | £9.99

9780571369645 | £7.99

9780571321315 | £7.99

9780571330270 | £7.99

9780571295623 | £7.99

DRAFT
COVER

9780571332588 | £7.99

9780571359714 | £7.99

9780571359738 | £7.99

9780571332496 | £6.99

9780571332519 | £6.99

9780571345670 | £6.99

9780571365005 | £7.99

9780571363858 | £9.99
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9780571374748 | £14.99

9780571321537 | £7.99

9780571330447 | £7.99

9780571294404 | £7.99
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9780571308293 | £7.99

9780571314560 | £6.99
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9780571317479 | £7.99

9780571352913 | £7.99

9780571328048 | £7.99

9780571314959 | £7.99

9780571320622 | £6.99

9780571348596 | £6.99

9780571348589 | £6.99

9780571327249 | £9.99

9780571350421 | £7.99

9780571332755 | £7.99

9780571307906 | £7.99

9780571233229 | £7.99

9780571348879 | £9.99

9780571274208 | £5.99

9780571280636 | £4.99

9780571348855 | £14.99

9780571238354 | £7.99

9780571321322 | £6.99

9780571339723 | £7.99

9780571355594 | £7.99

9780571349395 | £10.00

9780571349401 | £10.00

9780571350247 | £10.00

9780571350278 | £10.00

9780571314478 | £7.99

9780571368013 | £7.99

9780571355112 | £7.99

9780571371198 | £7.99

9780571350223 | £10.00

9780571303472 | £7.99

9780571323395 | £6.99

9780571331116 | £6.99

9780571310333 | £6.99

9780571323357 | £6.99

9780571322909 | £7.99

9780571313891 | £6.99

DRAFT
COVER

9780571371587 | £8.99

9780571373543 | £12.99

9780571366910 | £7.99
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9780571366491 | £7.99
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9780571321346 | £6.99

9780571314805 | £7.99

9780571323418 | £6.99

9780571307555 | £7.99

9780571311866 | £6.99

9780571313082 | £14.99

9780571252480 | £8.99

9780571323449 | £25.00

9780571313914 | £6.99

9780571356645 | £6.99

9780571331093 | £6.99

9780571337309 | £12.99

9780571321261 | £10.99

9780571359837 | £7.99

9780571346134 | £14.99

9780571334100 | £14.99

9780571303113 | £7.99

9780571361267 | £8.99

9780571302260 | £6.99

9780571333509 | £7.99

9780571334117 | £8.99

9780571361274 | £5.99

9780571226160 | £8.99

9780571337095 | £7.99

9780571314768 | £6.99

9780571331130 | £6.99

9780571314645 | £5.99

9780571323371 | £7.99

9780571337118 | £7.99

9780571337019 | £7.99

9780571337033 | £7.99

9780571358250 | £7.99

9780571331161 | £6.99

9780571313273 | £7.99

9780571355860 | £6.99

9780571355846 | £6.99

9780571358274 | £7.99

9780571355884 | £7.99

9780571355907 | £9.99
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Sign up
for free
If you’d like to hear more about our
wonderful books, authors and illustrators
and if you like the sound of:
Exclusive giveaways
Free teaching resources
Exclusive free extracts
Author Q&As
faberchildrens.co.uk/sign-up/

Become a Faber Member
and discover the
best in the arts
and literature
Sign up to the Faber Members programme and enjoy
specially curated events, tailored discounts and
exclusive previews of our forthcoming publications
from the best novelists, poets, playwrights, thinkers,
musicians and artists.
Join Faber Members for free at faber.co.uk/members

CONTACTS
Faber & Faber Ltd
Bloomsbury House
74–77 Great Russell Street
London
WC1B 3DA
Switchboard: (0) 20 7927
3800
Main Fax: (0) 20 7927 3801
Sales Fax: (0) 207 7927 3805
ONLINE
faber.co.uk
fabersocial.co.uk
Twitter.com/faberbooks
Facebook.com/faberandfaber
YouTube.com/faberandfaber
Flickr.com/faberbooks

Rights
garights@faber.co.uk
Permissions
gapermissions@faber.co.uk
Publicity
gapublicity@faber.co.uk
Archive
archiveenquiries@faber.co.uk
Marketing
tradefeedback@faber.co.uk

DISTRIBUTION
Grantham Book Services (GBS)
Trent Road
Grantham
Lincolnshire
NG31 7XQ
UK and Eire Sales
Tel: +44 (0) 1476 541080
Fax: +44 (0) 1476 541068
Email: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
Export Sales
Tel: +44 (0) 1476 541082
Fax: +44 (0) 1476 541068
Email: export@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

CONTACTS
HEAD OFFICE SALES
Sales Director
Sara Talbot
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7927 3856
Mobile: +44 (0) 7841 800911
UK Sales Director
Dave Woodhouse
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7927 3864
Mobile: +44 (0) 7980 712 105
UK Key Account Manager
Kim Lund
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7927 3857
Mobile: +44 (0) 7980 712111
Email: kiml@faber.co.uk
UK Key Account Manager
Kate Baron
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7927 3835
Email: kate.baron@faber.co.uk
Digital and Online Key Account Manager
Benedetta Costantini
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7927 3861
Mobile: +44 (0) 7776494239
Email: benedetta.c@faber.co.uk
International Sales Director
Mallory Ladd
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7927 3870
Mobile: +44 (0) 7970 052 290
Email: mallory.ladd@faber.co.uk

Jeremy Wood
Account Manager for Central and North
London Bookshops
Tel: 07966 058496
Email: jeremyw@faber.co.uk
Luke Crabb
Account Manager for London
Museums and Galleries and SE England
Bookshops
Tel: 07841 800561
Email: luke.crabb@faber.co.uk
Richard Evans
Account Manager for South West
England
Tel: 07957 354631
Email: richarde@faber.co.uk
John McColgan
Account Manager for Scotland and
Northumbria
Tel: 07595 214384
Email: john.mccolgan@faber.co.uk
Kellie Balseiro
Account Manager for Home Counties,
South and West London Bookshops
Tel: 07790 757833
Email: kellieb@faber.co.uk
Rosy Locke
Account Manager for East Anglia
Tel 07590 929836
Email: rosy.locke@faber.co.uk

UK SALES
Sam Brown
Field Sales Director
Tel: 07980 712110
Email: samb@faber.co.uk
Richard Fortey
Account Manager for Midlands and
North Wales
Tel: 07792 456837
Email: richard.fortey@faber.co.uk
Mel Tyrrell
Account Manager for South Wales,
Middle England and Oxfordshire
Tel: 07824 085033
Email: melanie.tyrrell@faber.co.uk
Sue Jackson
Account Manager for the North of
England
Tel: 07980 712102
Email: sue.jackson@faber.co.uk
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EUROPEAN AND MIDDLE EASTERN
SALES
Ireland
Gill Hess Ltd
16 Church Street
Skerries
Co Dublin
Eire
Tel: +353 1 8491801
Fax: +353 1 8492384
Email: gilhess@iol.ie
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Iceland,
Denmark, France, Spain, Italy, Portugal,
Greece, Cyprus and Malta
Amelie Burchell
Faber & Faber
Bloomsbury House
74–77 Great Russell Street
London
WC1B 3DA
Mobile: + 44 (0) 7384 525251
Email: amelieb@faber.co.uk

Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Switzerland, Germany and Austria
Bridget Lane
Faber & Faber
Bloomsbury House
74–77 Great Russell Street
London
WC1B 3DA
Mobile: +44 (0) 7966 057076
E-mail: bridgetl@faber.co.uk
Eastern Europe
(including Russia and The Baltics)
Cristian Juncu
Str. Fabricii nr.2B-A
060823 Bucuresti
Romania
Tel: +40 (0)720 454 800
Email: cristian@j4.ro
Middle East (including North Africa, Turkey,
Pakistan)
Viki Cheung
Faber & Faber
Bloomsbury House
74–77 Great Russell Street
London
WC1B 3DA
Tel: +44 (0) 207 927 3903
Mob: +44 (0) 7876879819
viki.cheung@faber.co.uk

ASIAN SALES
Japan, Korea, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam,
Philippines, Myanmar, Indonesia
Viki Cheung
Faber & Faber
Bloomsbury House
74–77 Great Russell Street
London
WC1B 3DA
Tel: +44 (0) 207 927 3903
Mob: +44 (0) 7876879819
viki.cheung@faber.co.uk
Singapore
Times Distribution Pte. Ltd.
1 New Industrial Road
Times Centre
Singapore 536196
Tel: + 6715 8989
Fax: + 65 6715 8999
Email: enquiry@timesdistribution.com.sg

INDIA
SUB-CONTINENT SALES
India and Sri Lanka
Penguin Books India
Penguin Random House
7th Floor, Infinity Tower C,
DLF Cyber City, Phase – II,
Gurgaon – 122 002 Haryana
India
Tel: +91 124 478 5600
Fax: +91 124 478 5600
Email: customer.service@
in.penguingroup.com

AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND
SALES
Australia
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd
83 Alexander Street
Crows Nest
NSW 2065
Australia
Tel: 00 612 8425 0100
Fax: 00 612 9906 2218
Email: info@allenandunwin.com
www.allenandunwin.com
New Zealand
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd
Office 3 Level 3
HB Building
228 Queen Street
Auckland
New Zealand
Tel: 00 649 337 3800
Fax: 00 649 377 3811

Canada
Publishers Group Canada
128A Sterling Rd., Suite 201
Toronto, Ontario
M6R 2B7, Canada
Tel: +1 416 934 9900
Email: info@pgcbooks.ca

AFRICAN SALES
Sub-Saharan Africa
Anita Zih-De Haan
Africa Book Services
105b Prins Mauritssingel
3043 PE Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 104 154 250
Fax: +31 104 151 128
Email: anita.zih@azabs.nl
Southern Africa
Independent Division (Jonathan Ball
Publishers (Pty) Ltd)
66 Mimetes Road
Denver Extension 9
Johannesburg
2094
South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)11 601 8000
Fax: +27 (0)11 622 3553
Email: services@jonathanball.co.za

LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN
SALES
David Williams
IMA / InterMediaAmericana
E-mail:
sales@intermediaamericana.com

NORTH AMERICAN SALES
USA
Publishers Group West
1700 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710,
USA
Tel : +1 510 809 3700
Fax : + 1 510 809 3777
Email: info@pgw.com

Malaysia
Times Distribution (M) Sdn. Bhd.
Level 1, Tower 2A,
Avenue 5 Bangsar South City
No 8 Jalan Kerinchi 59200
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 2242 7228
Fax: +60 3 2242 7238
Email: enquiry@timesdistribution.com.my

All visuals subject to change.
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